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James Corden 

created his 

own version of 

Beyoncé’s 

Lemonade

TURNoverfor
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anyone else 
craving 

lemonade?
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Hairgame:

strong

Oooh, sultry



Angry 

face

Waving a bat 

around in the 

Lemonade 

video
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S
he’s the superstar

who knows how

to get the world’s

attention, and last 

week Beyoncé blew 

everyone away with 

Lemonade, a surprise “visual 

album” that appeared to accuse  

her husband Jay Z of cheating.  

In it she describes a marriage 

plagued by “f**king excuses”,  

an afair with “Becky with the  

good hair”, and blasts, “This is  

your final warning, you know  

I give you life. If you try this shit 

again, you gon’ lose your wife.” 

heat spoke exclusively to 

Beyoncé’s cousin, actress Shanica

Knowles, who says this dramatic

album has been a form of marriage

therapy for both Bey, 34, and Jay Z,

who – despite being slated – appears

in the hour long video with his

wife. “Beyoncé’s been encouraged

to write about the afair rumours

to help her deal with it all and help 

her determine whether she could 

work through everything or have  

to end the marriage,” says Shanica. 

“This has been a long process, and 

I’ve heard they’ve had to deal with 

silent separations and splits over  

the past few years, but Bey is praying 

that this album will actually save 

their marriage.

“She’s been through the intense 

anger, and I think she’s now learning 

to forgive Jay. The next few months 

are going to be the test – this is make 

or break for them – but

she’s determined to do

everything she can

to make it work.”

Insiders tell heat that Jay,

W i t h a n e x p l o s i v e n e w a l b u m , Q u e e n B e y j u s t
t o r e h e r m a r r i a g e o p e n f o r t h e w o r l d

Why Beyoncé
went public

with Jay’s

Can their marriage survive it?
‘cheating’

She does 

make up with 

Jay in the end



46, went along with the album –

even though it seemingly makes him

look quite bad . An insider who’s

worked with Beyoncé’s team on

several occasions says, “She told

him she was writing a song about

their relationship. They both write

lyrics about their private lives, but

I don’t think he realised the extent

of it. Then she presented him with

Lemonade on a plate, giving him

very little choice. He asked her  

a few times if it was the best idea,

but whatever he said, Jay also knew

it was a no-win situation for him.

They’ve been working on this 

marriage, and he’s begged Bey not to

leave him – promised her anything

she wants– so now he has to do as

he’s told. Of course, it’s humiliating

for him, but the father and husband

in him knows he needs to 

work through it with Bey.”

In fact, Jay didn’t just 

appear in the video –

cuddling Bey in bed, 

kissing her feet and 

playing with their 

daughter, Blue Ivy, four –

he also released the album

through his own music

streaming service, Tidal.

Days after its release,

he was spotted looking

carefree in Miami outside

a hotel, as he smoked

a cigar. “He’s trying not to

let the public reaction get

to him,” says the insider.

“Because he knows this

album is about wiping the slate

clean. Bey wanted to get some

things of her chest and Jay’s hoping

now it’ll be out of her system once 

and for all. It doesn’t hurt that they’ll 

earn a fortune from the album, too.”

The lyrics, which also include, 

“Looking at my watch, he shoulda 

been home. Today I regret the  

night I put that ring on”, “You come 

home at 3am and lie to me”, and 

“Something don’t feel right because 

it ain’t right, especially coming up 

after midnight. I smell your secrets 

and I’m not too perfect to ever feel 

this worthless. How did it come

down to this, going through your

call list? I don’t wanna lose my pride

but I’mma f**k me up a bitch,” all

seem to refer to years of infidelity

rumours. Insiders say the couple,

who started dating in 2002 after

collaborating on 03 Bonnie &

Clyde, have been struggling with

his rumoured “hook-ups” as far

back as 2005, when Jay was

reported to be having a fling with

his protégé, Rihanna. Since then,

he’s been linked to singers Rita Ora

and Mýa, rapper LIV and fashion

10 WWW.HEATWORLD.COM  7 – 13 MAY 2016

designer Rachel Roy, who’s faced

persistent suggestions that she

was the reason Bey’s sister Solange 

infamously attacked Jay Z in  

a lift after the Met Ball in 2014. 

Last week, internet debate raged 

on which of the women  if any  

could be the star of Sorry  where 

Beyoncé s

out the bac

want me w

He better

the good h

and Mýa a

to deny be

(which is s

white girl)

reports lat

Beyoncé h

her on “ma

But, whoe

is, the tens

created be

the couple

evident for

As heat t

last month

and Jay de

to put of having a second child

until things were back on track.

That’s despite Beyoncé admitting 

to being broody, saying as far  

back as 2013. “I would like more 

children,” she said. “My daughter 

needs some company.”

So can Beyoncé and Jay Z’s 

   ? It 

   week 

 her 

d” 

 how  

th 

 d tour, 

 ckons  

  “all 

   whether 

  last”. 

 yone is 

ve of 

 o put  

  ngs,  

  e able  

  espite 

g in her 

  it work, 

 kfire. 

“

Jay was 

playing it cool 

last week

Bey’s cousin 

Shanica spoke to 

exclusively to heat

“
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She’sadmittedthatshestillmay

endupdivorcinghim.It’suptoJay

tocontinuefightingforherand

provethathe’sdeterminedtodo

whateverit takestokeephiswife.”

AndwhetherLemonadedoes

ultimatelydestroy orfix her

marriage, theinsidersaysitwas

justsomethingBeyneededto

do.“ThiswasaboutBeyoncé

takingbackcontrolofher life,”

theysay.“Foralongtimeshelet

herrelationshipproblemsdrive

herinsane.Shefelt likeshewasn’t

inchargeof whatwashappening

toherandcouldn’t talktoanyone.

Releasingthisalbumwasabout

empowerment herf**kyou

moment andshe’sbeenbuilding

uptoit forayear, thinkingabout

howshewantedtodoit. Itwas

themomentshegottoshowthe

worldthat,yes,she’dheardall

thestories,butshe’snodoormat

whotookit lyingdown.Whether

ornotsheandJaypull through

now,Beyoncé’sgotherpower

back.”■ LucyvineF
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I
f there’s anyone else in the
world keen to topple Jay, it’s 
Rita Ora. She’s currently 
engaged in a court battle with 
her former mentor to end her 

contract, and as Beyoncé’s 
album broke the internet last 
week and speculation mounted 
about “Becky”, insiders say the 
singer saw it as an opportunity  
to get one over on her ex-boss  
and get herself some publicity.

“Rita’s loving the attention and 
lapping-up the drama,” says an 
insider close to the 25 year old, 
who last week appeared in  
West Hollywood wearing the 
exact same Gucci skirt and shirt 
combo that Beyoncé wore in the 
Formation video. She also posted 
– and later deleted – a movie 
poster of Ash Wednesday, an 
Elizabeth Taylor film about  
a woman worried about losing  
her husband.

But after seemingly
encouraging the rumours, Rita
took to Twitter to shut them
down, writing, “I never usually
address tabloid gossip, but let me
be clear, these rumours are false.
I have nothing but the upmost
respect for Beyoncé. Let’s
continue enjoying Lemonade.” 

 

 

T
op contender for the position 
of “Becky with the good hair” 
is fashion designer Rachel 
Roy, who followed the release 
of Beyoncé’s album with  

an Instagram post captioned,  
“Good hair, don’t care.” She later 
backtracked, saying, “There is no 
validity to the idea that the song 
references me personally.” But 

insiders say Rachel, 
42, sees this as a 
great opportunity  
to launch herself  
as a reality star. 

“Rachel was 
blindsided when the 
cheating scandal
initially came out

in May 2014,” says  
a friend of Rachel,  
who was married to 
Jay’s former business 
partner, Damon Dash 
– before the pair had  
a major falling out over… 
something. The insider adds, 
“This time Rachel’s ready to exploit 
the situation. She is quite defiant 
and is disgusted at being painted  
as the villain. She wants her name  
to be associated with her work as  
a designer and has approached E! 
about a reality show. It would be 
about how designers deal with celeb 
clients and their crazy demands. 
This is her big opportunity.”
And she does have good hair.

Rachel’s 

teasing  

Insta post

Nice 

hair, 

babes

“This isthesame

outfitBeywore

intheFormation

video?Ihad

noidea…”

Bey, looking fierce 

onstage last week

BECKY
SUSPECT

#1

BECKY
SUSPECT

#2

The insider adds, “Being
associated with one of the biggest
showbiz stories in the world right
now is huge and Rita can’t help
but love the publicity. There was 
nothing coincidental about Rita 
walking out in the exact same  
outfit Bey wore. Her thinly veiled 
messages ensured Rachel Roy 
wasn’t the only woman getting 
publicity from this story.”

Rita with 

Jay and Bey at 

the Grammys 

last year
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The star showed 

o� a huge sparkler  

last week

Millie and Hugo 

aren’t wasting 

any time

I
f any other celeb in the world

was snapped wearing a new

ring on their engagement finger

just nine weeks after their 

marriage split, we’d brush it 

aside as a weird choice of 

accessory. But, as heat’s been 

reporting for weeks, things 

between Millie Mackintosh and 

new/old boyfriend Hugo Taylor 

have been moving at light speed

with Millie telling friends she

can see herself getting wed to the

ex Made In Chelsea star. Phew.

So, after Millie was spotted

walking around London wearing

a ring on that finger and had

tweeted about attending the

private view of a jewellery sale at

Christie’s auction house, we just

had to know: is Millie engaged just

two months after announcing her

divorce from Professor Green?

Well, not quite Our insider says

that wh

heels in

an enga

on the c

happen

still wa

divorce

Green

Mande

throug

engage

tell us. “

the atte

gets fro

a ring o

but she

Hugo t

now. It

doesn’t

aware o

and would draw the line at actually

being engaged before their divorce

and that’ll

 ree months  

 o understands 

 s the idea of 

 aged soon.”

 nsider adds, 

e loves life right 

  she hated 

g far away from 

ea when she 

 in south-east 

don with 

hen. She said 

 felt like she was 

 he sticks’. Now 

 being her ‘real 

 nd doing stu� 

 ed to enjoy.”

 while Millie, 26, 

 ng the time of 

her life, Pro’s friend Charlotte De 

Carle, who attended the couple’s 

2013 wedding, tells heat the

rapper’s not doing so well. 

“It’s unfortunate,” she told us 

exclusively at the Boux Avenue 

party last week. “It’s a horrible 

situation, but they’re both dealing 

with it in di�erent ways.”

Er – you can say that again.  

While Pro Green, 32, has been  

very single since the split, Millie’s 

got big plans with her new man. 

“Millie and Hugo are organising 

their first holiday together now – 

it’ll probably be in a big group  

of all their mutual friends  

towards the end of the month,”  

the friend tells heat. 

What we wouldn’t give for an E4 

camera to be there the whole time… 

■ issy sampson & rhiannon evans

Look! the newly-separated star’s already wearing a ring on THAT finger…

Millie’s 
engagement
mystery

Pro Green: 

out the 

picture
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‘Gaz has embarrassed 
me for the last time’

L
ast week, all  

hell broke loose 

when Charlotte 

Crosby discovered 

that Gary Beadle 

had slept with her 

arch enemy, model Jemma 

Lucy, while filming Ex On 
The Beach in Thailand. In

a shock move, devastated

Charlotte even threatened

to quit Geordie Shore.

Things only got worse when

it emerged Gaz had also had

a threesome with fellow

contestants Charlotte

Dawson and Olivia Walsh

just days afterwards.

Gaz, 28, and Charlotte’s

five year on/of romance

had looked like it was finally 

set to get serious this year, 

and last time we saw him  

on 6 April, he was pictured 

snogging Charlotte as he 

boarded his flight. 

Speaking exclusively to 

heat Radio, Charlotte, 25, 

revealed her heartache,

saying, “Me and Gary

weren’t together he’s

single, I’m single. I just

thought maybe it was going

somewhere. We spent the

night together before he

flew to Ex On The Beach;

we had a lot of conversations

where he led me to believe

nothing was going to

happen. I am upset, but

The on/off geordie shore pair 

could finally be over after Gaz 

sleeps with three other girls

he’s technically not cheated.

It’s really shown it [our

relationship] for what it is,

and it’s something I’m going

to stay well away from.

I don’t want much to do

with it at all because I’m

quite embarrassed.”

And an insider close to

Charlotte tells heat she

was devastated over his

behaviour. “Everyone

hoped he would come back

having behaved himself,

as a way of proving he

was serious about finally

committing to Charlotte,”

we’re told. “Flirting for

the cameras might’ve been

one thing, but to sleep

with her worst enemy

and have a threesome,

it’s just so disrespectful.

She’s heartbroken.”

Charlotte and Jemma

fell out at the end of last

When he found out that 

Charlotte had been told 

about it and had threatened 

to quit Geordie Shore, he 

still wasn’t bothered. All he 

cares about is being on TV 

 there’s no-one he loves 

ore than that  

   

Charlotte v

Gaz’s three girls

Jemma

year when the Geordie 
Shore star was spotted 

snogging Geordie boy 

David Hawley. Jemma  

hit back on Twitter, saying, 

“She nicked my fella,” and 

continued slagging of 

Charlotte’s fitness DVD 

and her on/of relationsh  

with Gaz, calling her “vil

But another insider say

that if Charlotte watche

Ex On The Beach, there

more devastation to com

“Gaz jumped straight in

bed with Jemma it wa

literally the first

night,” they say.

“When people

asked Gaz about

it, he said they’d

never been oicial

and that they

weren’t together,

so he could do

what he liked.

CHARLOTTE:

Gaz had a 

threesome 

with this girl… 

…And this  

lady, while in 

Thailand… 

…And he’d 

already bedded 

this girl

These two  

are on and o� 

more than  

a strobe light

14 WWW.HEATWORLD.COM  7 – 13 MAY 2016 
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getting of with other girls.”

A spokesperson tells heat 

the star is not quitting 

Geordie Shore, despite 

Charlotte telling heat Radio 

that she wasn’t sure she  

had “anything else to give, 

entertainment wise”.

Sh rtly after Gaz’s antics 

 evealed, Charlotte 

ed, “Start ignoring 

e who threaten your 

 terally ignore them. 

 othing.” But it could be 

r said than done. The 

 will start promotional 

uties for Geordie Shore 

ogether this week 

(awkward) and will 

then be back in  

the house in just  

a month’s time.

Explosive doesn’t 

even cover how good 

that series is going  

to be… ■ rhiannon evans

“All Gaz 
cares 

about is 
being  

on TV”

Charlotte  

has been left 

heartbroken and 

humiliated



O u r  w ra p s  a r e  S u p e r  S o f t  s o  t h e y’ r e  e a s i e r  t o  f o l d

& ho ld  f i l l ings  bet ter.  Wrap  up  whatever  you  fancy.

GET WRAPPING



E
llieGoulding

lookedhot in

apinkbikini last

week(only£15

fromKini,FYI),

relaxingonthe

beachinMiamiduring

agapinherDeliriumworld

tour,andfriendssayitwas

togivehersomedowntime

afteran“emotionally

tough”fewweeks.Asheat

reportedlastweek,she

metupwithherexDougie

PoynteratCoachella,only

forhimtoopenlyflirtwith

othergirls infrontof her.

Dayslater,hetoldapaper

hewasstill in lovewith

Ellie.Confusing,right?

“Elliewasfeelingvery

drained,shehadn’thad

adayofinweeks,soshe’s

exhausted,physicallyand

emotionally,”saysan

insider. “Shereadwhat

Dougiesaidaboutstill

lovingher,andIthink

shestill loveshim,too,

butthingsarenevereasy

betweenthem.He’stold

her, toherface, thathe

still lovesher,soitdidn’t

comeasashocktoread

hiscomments,but it’s

complicated.She’sdoing

OK,but ifshehearsstuf

aboutDougieandother

girls, shegetssojealous.She

knowssheneedstogetover

him.”Clearlysomething’s

onhermind,as lastweek

shepostedonInstagram,

“It’s2016andwestillcan’t

unsendtextmessages.”

McFlystarDougie,who

splitwithEllie inFebruary

aftertwoyearsaftertheir

busycareerskeptthem

apart, talkedaboutthe

break upforthefirsttime

lastweek,saying,“Welove

eachotherverymuch.”But

hiscommentscamejust

daysaftertheirCoachella

meeting theirfirstsince

thesplit wherehewas

seenflirtingwithothergirls,

includingEdSheeran’s

exAthinaAndrelos.

BackinMarch,Ellietold

heat thatshesawthings

withDougieas“an

unfinishedstory”,adding,

“Wehavesomething

Iknowisspecial,”and

saidthatshehopedthey

couldworkthingsout.

Now,ourinsidersays

thatEllie’susingherdays

ofinMiamitothinkabout

thewholesituationwith

herex.“She’senjoyingthe

breakandit’sachanceto

putthingsintoperspective

andthinkaboutwhat

shereallywants,”says

thefriend.“She’snot

mopingaboutbeing

miserable just

reflecting.”■ issysampson

Ellie’s
bounce-back
holiday

the FAMOUS
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She heads to Miami after her

ex says he still loves her

Ellie needed 

a few days 

o� to chill

Dougie’stold

Elliehestill

lovesher

Looking 

good, Ellie
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He’s telling her to make nice
with JB, and he knows a thing or
two about keeping exes sweet

W
ith Cheryl’s 

divorce 

dragging on 

and turning 

increasingly 

nasty, heat 

can reveal she’s turning to 

one of the most important 

men in her life to help her 

through it – Simon Cowell.

And the singer’s old friend 

and mentor has been 

advising her to play nice, 

despite estranged husband 

Jean-Bernard Fernandez-

Versini seemingly accusing 

her of cheating. “Cheryl’s 

been speaking to Simon 

throughout this messy 

process, he’s become like 

her divorce coach,” a source 

tells heat. “As well as being 

very loyal to Cheryl, Simon 

is also very honest – she 

joked that he’s a therapist, 

father and friend, all in one.” 

Last month, Cheryl

labelled JB’s cheating

accusation as “shit” during

a Twitter rant, after reports

claimed he was told that she

and boyfriend Liam Payne

hooked up in October,

before she called time on her

marriage to the Frenchman.

“Simon has warned Cheryl

to be extremely careful

about what she says publicly,

and Cheryl has mostly been

taking his advice. He didn’t

approve of her Twitter rant,

though and told her so,”

our insider adds.

With the hope of  

a “quickie” divorce  

gone, Simon has advised 

Cheryl to keep JB “sweet”  

if she wants to avoid the 

possibility of any further 

damage to her reputation. 

“Simon is afraid that if 

Cheryl riles JB up too much, 

the fallout could potentially 

ruin her career. He wants 

her have an amicable 

relationship with JB –  

even if it means she might 

have to give him more 

money,” our insider adds.

And Simon knows a thing 

or two about keeping your 

exes happy after buying

ex fiancée Mezhgan

Hussainy and former

long term girlfriend Terri

Seymour million dollar

houses in LA. “Simon’s

philosophy has always been

to keep his exes on side, and

he’s telling Cheryl to do the 

same,” says the source.

But the insider sa   

Chez is “extremely   

of having any cont

JB right now for fe

could damage thin

Liam. As heat reve

month, the 22-yea

is “overwhelmed” b

divorce and has tak

a step back to let

Cheryl deal with it

“Liam has a lot of

respect for Si, so

he’s hoping Cheryl

follows his advice,”

our source adds.

We know who

we’d be listening

to what Simon

says, goes.

■ JenniMcKnight

Liam reckons 

Chezza 

should listen 

to Simon

18 WWW.HEATWORLD.COM 7 – 13 MAY 2016

JB thinks 

Cheryl may 
have cheated

Simon and his 

ex-fiancée 

Mezhgan 

Hussainy

Cheryl: ‘Simon 
is helping me 
through my 
divorce’
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“Listen to 

your uncle Si, 

babes”

A
t least when her

husband was

a footballer, the most

Victoria Beckham 

had to worry about 

was sweaty men with 

muddy knees. Unfortunately, 

these days, David Beckham’s  

life tends to be more about chic 

models and massive boat parties. 

Insiders tell heat that Victoria, 

42, was furious last week after 

pictures emerged of David 

“working” on board a luxury 

yacht in Miami with a hot blonde 

model. The campaign shoot for 

Haig Whisky looked more like  

a party, with David seen laughing 

and smiling as he sipped his 

drink. “Victoria knows there is 

so much speculation about her 

marriage that it really hurts 

when pictures like these come 

out,” says a friend of the couple.

“Victoria trusts David and

knows there was nothing going

on, but it doesn’t help to see him 

surrounded by hot women. She 

tries not to talk about it, but that 

only lasts so long until her blood 

boils over. She got straight on the 

phone to her friend Ken Pavés 

who was doing the hair on set.  

He reassured her that it was  

just boys being boys.”

Headlines called the Miami 

trip a “lads’ holiday” as David, 

40, was joined by close friend 

Dave Gardner, also 40. “Victoria 

knows that the two Davids have  

a special bond and things can get 

silly,” adds the insider. “Ken was 

great, though, and it helped Vic  

a lot knowing that he was there. 

In fact, it was Vic who suggested 

he join the shoot!” Clever.  

posh’s fury 
over these 
photos of david

“Mustn’t. 

Look. At. 

Cleavage”

Nice work if 

you can get it, 

eh, Dave?





Kim: ‘My boob 
job saved my 
marriage’

R
emember a few

weeks ago, when

everyone was

arguing over 

whether Kim

Kardashian’s

naked selfie was a feminist

statement? How about 

having cosmetic surgery

to help her marriage? 

heat has discovered that

Kim, 35, recently underwent

a boob job as part of a £100k

post-baby overhaul – and

she’s now telling friends

it’s “saved” her relationship

with Kanye West. 

“Kim’s body overhaul has

got Kanye totally hot for her

again,” says an insider close

to the reality star, who  

heat reported has had lipo,

a tummy tuck and various 

other procedures since 

giving birth to Saint in 

December. Last week, Kim 

confirmed she’d lost nearly 

4st since giving birth, and 

showed of her 9st 13lbs 

figure on holiday in Iceland. 

The friend adds, “Kim is 

obsessed with having the 

perfect body. She’s had boob 

jobs before, and this one was 

about lifting and shaping 

with the help of new 34E 

implants. She studies pics  

of herself every day, and will 

often stand naked in front of 

the mirror for hours, asking 

her family for their ‘honest 

criticism’ and deciding what 

surgery to have next.”

And friends say Kanye, 38, 

is just as obsessed with his 
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wife’s body as she is. “He’s

not subtle – he likes Kim

when she looks like a sex

bomb, not a mom,” says the

insider. “He says she looks

great and is suddenly keen

on spending time with her.”

It follows a tough few

months of fighting for the

pair, who are also parents to

North, two. But recently –

er, pretty much since Kim’s

had her pre-baby body back

– she and Kanye have looked

back on track, even posting

some racy snaps on 

Instagram last week.

The source adds, “It’s

been so strained between

them recently, Kim’s just

happy that Kanye’s finally

paying attention to her –

even if it’s all because of

the cosmetic surgery.”

■ lucy vine

im’sproud to 

showo� her, 

erm,assets

NOW

T h e  s ta r ’ s 
m a j o r  b o dy 
o v e r h a u l  h a s 
c e r ta i n ly  g o t 
K a n y e  W e s t ’ s 
at t e n t i o n

Flaunting it. 

Well, why not?

Oh, do get  

a room

 MOUS

She didn’t like  

her body while 

pregnant with Saint





Inside theaffair
that’s tearing the
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Y
ou know when real life is

so mad, it could be a soap

storyline? How about

this: guy cheats on his 

girlfriend with co

worker, who’s dating

guy’s best friend a friend who he

also shares a dressing room with.

Last week, the soap world

imploded when it was revealed that

actor Danny Miller better known

as Aaron Dingle in Emmerdale

had cheated on his girlfriend

with his co star, Isabel Hodgins,

who’s played Victoria Barton in

the ITV soap since she was 12.

Which wouldn’t be that shocking,

except Isabel is dating another

Emmerdale star, Michael Parr, 29,

who plays Ross Barton. And, as

their a�air was dramatically

revealed last week, it’s sparked

huge drama o� screen, too, with

the cast and crew all taking sides.

“Everyone’s been talking about

this real life storyline from the

make up artists to the hairdressers

to the canteen sta�, ” says heat’s

insider. “It’s all anyone has gossiped

about since the a�air happened

last summer. Now it’s come out

publicly, it’s brought it all up again

and tensions are flaring up.”

Danny, 25, and Isabel, 22, were

caught out by Danny’s girlfriend

Hollyoaks’ actress Kirsty Leigh

Porter, 27 when she found text

messages on his phone from Isabel.

By then, insiders say the a�air had

been going on for several months

and there were

even rumours the

co stars had sex

on set. Kirsty

Leigh finally

ended things

with Danny in

December after

five years together, tweeting that

she’d been through “some of the

worst” times. Meanwhile, Michael

and Isabel have worked through

their issues, with Isabel posting

a picture of her and Michael firmly

back together last month.

The insider adds, “Most people

on set sided with Michael. He had

no idea it was going on. Danny and

Michael were sharing a dressing

room before, so they had to be

swapped. Mike obviously didn’t

want to share with Danny

anymore. He wants to make

a go of things with Isabel, but

it’s tough when he still has to

work with Danny. The whole

thing was so stupid and has made

things so awkward on set.”

TBH guys, this is less

Emmerdale, and more

Jeremy Kyle.■ lucyvine

but slept with her…

he was mates 

with him…

behind his 
back!

oh, and 

she was in 

hollyoaks!

Danny Miller and 

his ex-girlfriend 

Kirsty-Leigh Porter

Michael and 

Isabel have 

worked 

things out

Life’s imitating art in the Dales, as three  
co-stars get caught up in a love triangle

Er, not sure if this 
is actual acting
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Paris’ 
love split: 
‘I thought 
I’d found 
The One’
after Paris Hilton splits with her “Soulmate”,
friends say she might have scared him off

J
ust when we thought the 

heiress had finally found 

her lobster, last weekshe

announced her split

from businessman

Thomas Gross.

Back in February, heattold

you that, after dating 60men,

including Backstreet Boy

Nick Carter and rockerBenji

Madden, Paris, 35, wastelling

friends she’d finally found

true love in multimillionaire

Thomas, 40. She even called

him her “soulmate” on 

Instagram and revealedin

October, “I’ve never been

happier…I’dlovetoget

marriedandhavekids.”

Butfriendssay,ultimately,

thatwastheproblemforhim.

“Thomasjustwasn’tfeeling

it,”saysaninsiderclosetothepair,

whostarteddatinglastMay.“Paris

wasmakingitsoclearshewasready

togetmarriedandhaveababy.She’d

beendroppinghintsaboutitsince

[youngersister]Nicky’swedding

lastJuly.Shewouldleafthrough

weddingmagsinfrontof himand

coooverfriends’babies.Andwhen

Nickygotpregnant,Parisbecame

evenkeenertosettledown.”

Andlastweek,ata$500dinner(of

filetmignonwithtru�es,according

tooursource),Thomastoldherthe

i-Ri’s writing
 dating book

To quote Rihanna herself, “Me 

put in work, work, work.” And 

this week, the work Ri-Ri’s doing 

is planning a book all about her 

man-eating ways. Excited?

The singer has had flings with  

a string of A-listers, including 

Drake, Usain Bolt, Leonardo 

DiCaprio and Lewis Hamilton, 

and friends are begging her to 

share her secret. “No matter how 

she treats men, they keep coming 

back,” says a friend.“It’slik

hypnotises them. Obvious

everyone can looklikeRih

but she says it’s allabout

confidence. She nowwant

to share her secrets.She

likes the idea of a bookalo

It’ll be a modern dayguide

to  successful dating–

and no one’s more

qualified than Ri-Ri

to do it.”  Can’t wait.
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truth.Ourinsidersays,“Hetoldher,

‘I likespendingtimewithyou,but

I’mnotfeelingthemarriageorbaby

thing.’ Paris was in shock. She got  

up and walked out. It was horrible. 

She thought Thomas was The One.”

But friends say she’s already 

bouncing back. “It was a terrible 

shock,” says the insider. “But let’s be 

honest, Paris has been dumped so 

many times, she’ll get over this.  

She’s planning some girly holidays 

and said she might even adopt.” 

Roll on number 61! ■

Paris wanted 

marriage and 

kids like her 

sister Nicky
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Will he put 

a ring on it?

Zayn wants 
to propose to 
Gigi already
No one can accuse these two of taking things slow. 
Just days after celebrating his girlfriend Gigi 
Hadid’s 21st birthday with a holiday, Zayn Malik 
has told friends he’s now making plans to propose. 
“He and Gigi have only been dating six months,  
and everyone’s telling him it may be too soon,”  
says a friend. “But Zayn says Gigi is the girl for him. ”

The couple started dating last November, shortly 
after Gigi ended her relationship with singer Joe 
Jonas, who last week said he it was “interesting” 
how “very quick” the new couple got together. The 
relationship also began only three months after 
Zayn, 23, broke of his two-year engagement to 
Little Mix’s Perrie Edwards, but insiders say it 
hasn’t put him of proposing again. “Zayn says this 
relationship is diferent,” says a friend. “He and Gigi 
are equals. They’ve already talked about marriage 

 they don’t see why they should have to wait.” 

It’s a good jobKateMossstillhashertoy

boy Nikolai vonBismarckhangingof

her side, becauseshe’snolongerQueen

BeeoftheinfamousPrimroseHillset.

Wecanrevealthatthesupermodel,42,

hasbecomedistantfrommostof her

party-lovingfriends, includingherBFF

SadieFrost,whoshehasn’tbeenseen

hsincelatelastyear.“Theydon’t

nkNikoisgoodforher,giventhe

diference,”aninsidertellsheat.

ateissolonelyrightnow,soatleast

mporarily, Niko is putting a smile  

k on her face.”

bviously, there’s no problem  

h Kate’s love life right now despite  

 ditching Niko, 28, at her north  

ndon home last month to go on  

 mily holiday to Morocco with 

partner Jeferson Hack and 

ir 13-year-old daughter Lila 

ace. The on/of couple were 

tted giggling their way through 

 country walk and a visit to the 

pub during a weekend at Kate’s 

placeintheCotswolds.

Ifyoueverneedanother

drinkingbuddyKate,we’re

alwaysavailable.■

LOVE
NEWS
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“Justmeand

you,babe”Lonely Kate:
‘I’ve only got 
Niko left’

She’snothanging

outwiththe

Primrose Hill

setanymore

Watch out, 

boys, she’ll eat 

you up

Thomas 

doesn’t want 

to hold Paris’ 

hand any more
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as stars break rank to

confess how hard they work,

Celebrity trainers tell heat

how Hollywood’s exercise

obsession got out of hand…

What it 
really takes 
to look like 
an A-lister

ntil recently, there was an unwritten 

celebrity rule that insisted any 

credit for that impossibly perfect 

body was attributed to “good genes”. 

But lately, more and more women 

under the Hollywood microscope 

are coming forward to admit that it  

takes a hell of a lot more than that.

Scarlett Johansson, 31, has 

recently opened up about how she 

got into that tight Black Widow 

outfit for the Captain America films.

And it’s not nice. “It’s no secret – all

boring,” she says. “Boring 5am

workouts. Salad and chicken and

nothing else, pretty much. That

old tried-and-true ‘work out like

a dude, eat like a rabbit’ [plan].”

She’s also previously admitted,

“It’s hard not to feel pressure in

this industry – you constantly  

feel like you’re not skinny enough,”

And Twilight star Ashley Greene, 

29, agrees. “It’s tough. You’re always 

going to be too skinny, or too fat,  

or too muscular, and I’ve gotten 

every single one of those,” she says.  

And in the modelling world, the 

pressure to be perfect is even more 

intense. Victoria’s Secret model 

Erin Heatherton, 27, explained how 

it drove her to quit the VS catwalk  

in 2013. She says, “My last two 

shows, I was told to lose weight.  

I was depressed because I was 

working so hard and I felt like my 

body was resisting me.” In fact, Erin 

was doing two strenuous workouts 

every day. She adds, “It got to a point 

where one night I got home from  

Scarlett admits 

that staying in 

good shape  

is “boring” 
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a workout, and I remember staring 

at my food and thinking, maybe  

I should just not eat. I realised  

I couldn’t go out into the world, 

parading my body in front of all 

these women who look up to me,  

and tell them that this is easy.”

It’s a world where celeb trainers  

with prices starting at £200 an hour 

 are the ultimate A list accessory. 

One trainer, whose client roster 

reads like the who’s who of the 

A-list, told heat she’s being paid  

a £10,000-per-month retainer  

by one desperate actress who  

needs her at her beck and call. 

And it’s just the tip of the exercise-

obsession-iceberg for stars

intent on perfection. Here,

heat lifts the lid on the bizarre  

world of celebrity trainers 

to discover what it really 

takes to look like an 

A-lister today…

Yes, she looks 

amazing – but 

we bet she’s 

knackered

Ashley Greene 

has slammed 

the “tough” 

industry

The star has 

been labelled 

“too muscular”





Pressure from producers
Behind the scenes of a movie,

long before the buzz starts to

build, a clandestine conversation

between producer and trainer

takes place – so cloak-and-

dagger that the star who’s being

discussed knows nothing about

it. Projected floor-to-ceiling in

a dark, secret room is a well-

known celebrity, as near tonaked

as possible. The producer gives

the trainer instructions: “Lift

that butt, sculpt

those cheekbones,

lengthen those legs,

tighten that waist.”

It’s like Nip/Tuck,

but instead of  

a scalpel, the 

trainer’s tools are

squats, dumbbells

and kale smoothies.

“Often, I’m the

bufer between the

star and plastic 

surgery,” one 

trainer tells heat.

“The studios treat tal

of meat. I always prot

clients from the vile th

producers say. I work

one young actress wh

given a really shitty ti

and I was under order

to follow her around

24/7 and make sure

that not a single carb

passed her lips. I

took pleasure in

secretly giving her a

gift-wrapped

Snickers after

a good workout

 she deserved it.”

oller
monic is the

  demands his 

  oks a certain way. 

  isn’t the only man 

  ge a trainer 

ate the fat from 

een his wife’s toes. 

e to Kim: tell 

nye to stick it.)

 once told a 

ycho husband that 

e only weight his 

fe needed to lose 

as her wedding 

ng,” says one 

ach. “He was 

paying for her training – he’d told

her it was a gift – so he thought that

gave him the right to dictate what

she ate and what size jeans she wore.

She didn’t realise what he was really

up to, or that the “miracle slimming

pills” he fed her were actually

amphetamines. The sad thing is,

he just booked her in with another

trainer who was unscrupulous

enough to do his bidding.”

the Red-Carpet Rush
If mad movie producers and insane

husbands sound bad, they’re small

fry compared to the pressure a star

may put on herself. “When she has it

in her head that she has to squeeze

into a tiny sample size dress for

an awards ceremony, she is like

a woman possessed,” says our

insider. “We’re talking 5am

workouts and ‘detoxes’ that are

basically savage juice fasts.”

Another well known coach adds,

“When you push your body that

hard, you seriously risk blacking out

I’ve had to warn more than one

A lister to calm down and stop

being crazy. I tell them they’d be

better of walking the red carpet

naked than wearing a gown that’s

designed for a seven year old boy.”

“The worst was one client who

turned up for training straight after

having a colonic,” says our insider.

“I told her we should postpone, but

she insisted we continue. Then, in

the middle of a treadmill sprint, let’s

just say she used her last remaining

strength to leg it to the toilet.”

Macho man? Mach-no
So many column inches are given to

analysing women’s bodies, we can’t

help but smirk a teeny bit when men

get obsessed by their appearance.

There’s something funny about an

alpha action star texting his trainer

a picture of his dinner, asking for

permission to eat it. Doesn’t his date

think that’s weird, and unsexy?

“I tell clients to pretend they’re

taking the photo for Instagram,”

one trainer tells heat.

The pics you don’t see would

make more exciting Instagram

material. Our source says, “One

male client confessed he’d gone

home after the glitzy premiere

of his film and eaten a party pack

of sausage rolls all by himself.”

the FAMOUS
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J-Lo could grate 

cheese on those 

abs, not that 

she’d be allowed 

to eat it…

Model Erin 

Heatherton  

was told to lose 

weight. Er, what?

We’re not even 

sure what Kate 

Hudson’s  

doing here…

We can almost 

feel Katy Perry’s 

burn from here

There’s something about two

toned, pheromone-pumped people

working very closely together that’s

guaranteed to cause sexual tension.

Especially when they’re hanging out

every day, providing a muscular

shoulder to cry on, and being

literally hands-on with a good

old-fashioned groin stretch.

“I gave one of my trainers a serious

ear-bashing when her sexy selfie

popped up on our most famous

client’s phone,” confides one

gym owner. “To be honest, I didn’t

really care that they were both in

relationships with other people,

I was more worried he’d jump ship to

another gym and I’d lose my golden

retainer.” There’s a reason why

celebrity trainers at the top of their

game are about as sexually exciting

as a toasted teacake gone cold.

The too-personal trainer

AlecBaldwin
fell forhiswife

Hilariawhenshe
taughthimyoga

Madonna was 

trained by her 

ex, and Lourdes’ 

dad, Carlos Leon
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Zac Efron has 

taken his body  

to a new level 

recently
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WHERE? Hawaii

WHEN? Tuesday 26 April

WHAT? Despite splitting last July,

Megan Fox and Brian Austin Green 

couldn’t have looked more loved-up when 

the paparazzi “coincidentally” caught 

them on holiday in Hawaii last week.  

But, despite the fact Megan’s pregnant 

with the couple’s third baby, they’re  

not back together. Keep up. “Megan  

is refusing to call of the divorce, even 

though Brian asked her to,” says our 

insider. We’re calling it now: weirdest 

celebrity couple ever. 

it was the
week tha

Did she glue 

his hand to 

her belly?

Megan did 
the best 
acting of 
her career



       

Splat!

That’s got 

to hurt

Zac took 
a trip

WHERE? Georgia

WHEN? Friday 22 April

 WHAT? He’s just split from  

his girlfriend of two years, Sami 

Miro, so it’s no wonder that Zac 

Efron’s mind wasn’t on the job of 

“looking cool while running on  

a beach” on the Baywatch set. 

You know the Baywatch theme 

tune? “We won’t let you out of our 

sight.” Unless you fall over, that is.
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Best ginger ever.

Always

WHERE? Reading, Berkshire
WHEN?Tuesday 19 April
WHAT? Forgetting his royal responsibilities for a few
hours, Prince Harry reverted back to childhood when he 
joined in the fun and games with a bunch of children for 
his role as guest presenter for Sky Sports. Handing out 
high-fives and sage advice, the ginger one even gave  
a nine year old a scoop when he admitted he “probably 
wouldn’t” be King. You’re King of our hearts, Hazza.

Prince Harry 
acted nine 
years old

High five 
over  here, 

yeah?

WHERE? Borough Market, London

WHEN? Tuesday 26 April

WHAT? Benedict Cumberbatch has a new co-star 

and he’s way cuter than Martin Freeman. As filming 

for the latest series of Sherlock began, we got a peek 

of Dr Watson as a new dad. Wonder if Sherlock will 

fake his own death again to avoid babysitting?

Sherlock
had a baby

WHERE? London
WHEN?Tuesday 26 April
WHAT? How many times do we have
to say this? EYES. UP. HERE. Chris
Evans came over all teenage boy at the 
UK premiere for Captain America:  
Civil War, sneaking a look down  
co-star Elizabeth Olsen’s low-cut  
dress. That’s not very heroic, Chris.

Chris got 
overexcited

I’m the 
daddy now

Busted!



it was the 
week that...

Tom 
channelled 

his inner 
Lion King

WHERE? Los Angeles
WHEN? Tuesday 26 April
WHAT? The sight of a little furry 
animal is enough to melt anyone’s heart. 
As proved by Tom Hiddleston when  
he turned to mush over an adorable 
two-month-old clouded leopard. We’re 
still trying to work out if we prefer this  
or his bum in The Night Manager…

WHERE? London
WHEN? Wednesday 27 April
WHAT? As if publicly calling him
out on his infidelity back in 2014
wasn’t humiliating enough, Katie 
Price made husband Kieran 
Hayler dress up as a unicorn last 
week. Not only is the costume  
a total turn of, but he’s not going  
to be texting other women with 
those hooves on, either.

Jordan finally 
got her revenge

“Hakuna 

Matata!”

Work it, 

guys
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Chris’ awkward 
night out with
his three exes

I
t’s all well and good being all

“Hollywood” about your exes and

staying chummy, but it can all

go very wrong, as Chris Martin

found out the other weekend.

The Coldplay singer and ex Mr

Gwyneth Paltrow attended Kate

Hudson’s 37th birthday party on

Saturday 23 April, a bridal themed

party, which encouraged guests to

dress as a “hot mess”. Yeah, we

don’t know why either.

Not embracing the

fancy dress theme,

Chris spent the evening

dodging his exes

Gwyneth, Kate and

Alexa Chung. And,

we’re told, things got

pretty weird. “Gwyneth

spent most of the evening with

Brad [Falchuk, her boyfriend] she

didn’t hang out with Chris much, but they

did have a quick tense looking chat,” says

an insider who was at the party. “They

were civil, but while Brad was around,

they weren’t going to hang out loads,

so they spent most of the evening on

opposite sides of the party.” It’s pretty

lucky that Kate’s Pacific Palisades home

is big, because our eyewitnesses tell us

producer Brad spent the night giving

Gwyneth lap dances, adding, “They were

having lots of fun! If Chris had been there

watching, Brad wouldn’t have done that.

Chris and Gwyneth are on good terms,

but that’s a step too far.”

Later, Chris was spotted

having a chat with

fashionista Alexa

(who he dated and

dumped, back in

May 2014) who was

showcasing some

incredibly awkward

body language while

current boyfriend, actor

Alexander Skarsgård,

stood protectively next to her.

“It was such an awkward chat,” we’re told.

“In the end, though, Alexa came out of it

feeling pretty good she was there with

Alex and Chris was there alone. She said

she felt like it banished some demons.”

There was also a third ex to deal with

the party’s actual host. Chris and Kate

have been friends for years, but were

rumoured to have dated last spring.

They were pictured together several

times as Chris’ relationship with

Jennifer Lawrence came to an end,

and were famously looking flirty

together on a Malibu beach.

Conscious Uncoupling it’s all

fine until you do it with three women

in the same group of friends, eh Chris?  

■rhiannonevans

We’llalwayshaveasoftspot
fortheromancebetween
ChrisMartinandAnnabelle
Wallis–shemadehimwaltz
downastreet,remember?
Butitseemsit’sallover.

WhileAnnabellewasin
LondonfilmingTheMummy
withTomCruiselastweek,
Chriswashavingawalk
downaMalibubeachwith
actressHeatherGraham.
Asourcetellsustheymet
throughmutualfriends,but
it’sunlikelythataromance
willblossom,becausethey

havelittle incommon.
“Therewillbeno
‘stimulatingconversation’
betweenthem–and
that’ssomething
that’s importantfor
Chris,”we’retold.

Butforadayatthe
beach, itwasallgood.
“Chriswasn’tbothered
aboutbeingpicturedwith
Heather,”saysour insider.
“It’shiswayof letting
everyone–including
Annabelle–knowthat
thingsareover.”

Has Chris swapped Annabelle for Heather?

Check out the 

awkward body 

language

Kate dressed as a “hot 

mess” for her 37th 

birthday party

Gwynethand

Bradarrive.

Brad’sholding

hershoes.G

Chrisand

Annabelle:

notwaltzing

anymore?

Chris and 

Heather: 

friends with 

benefits?

The Coldplay singer just couldn’t 

escape his ex-girlfriends last week

alexa’s 

Boyf!
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ALSO 
THIS week...

…R-Pattz & Twigs are back on

…Dakota’s fed up with sex

alexa
…Tina Fey dissed Taylor again

Tina Fey has 
reignited her 
old feud with 
Taylor Swift 

in the new 
series of her 

show Unbreakable 
Kimmy Schmidt. In one 

episode, during an 
argument over Barbies, 

character Titus says, 
“You know there’s  

a special place in hell for 
women who don’t help 

other women” – the 
exact comeback Taylor 
had for Tina and Amy 

Poehler after they made 
fun of her at the 2013 

Golden Globes. 

US reports said their 
wedding had been 

called off after he “felt 
trapped”, but it looks 

like Robert Pattinson 
and FKA twigs are 

stronger than ever – 
and loving the theatre. 
Fans saw them flying 

out of London together 
the day after they 

watched GoT ’s Kit 
Harington in his new 
play Doctor Faustus, 
saying, “They looked 

so happy together.”

Most women would kill to shoot back-to-back 
sex scenes with Jamie Dornan, but Dakota 

Johnson, who plays Anastasia Steele to Jamie’s 
Christian Grey in the Fifty Shades movie, is a bit 

bored by it all. Speaking to Chrissie Hynde for 
Interview magazine from the set of the film’s 

sequel Fifty Shades Darker, the 26 year old said, 
“I’ve been simulating sex for seven hours 

straight right now and I’m over it. It’s not…
comfortable. It’s pretty tedious.” 





 

They’ve got the ’ump 
Jaws clenched, glowering stare – these 

girls both give solid side-eye

Katie Holmes’ 10 year old has been binge-watching her mum
in Dawson’s Creek – her Joey Potter impression is spot-on!

HIPS DON’T CRY
Joey and Suri aren’t angry,

they’re just very disappointed
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YOU CANNOT BE SURI-OUS
The pain of your dad going to prison, and having 

to do your own walking are two very real things

Is Suri turning into

hug a h
Turns out Jo

top has been

from mother

HOLMES FROM HOLMES 
Sorry, but the only way to 

nail the Joey Potter Death Stare 

is genetic inheritance
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Spotted
● Former athlete

and Strictly 2015

contestant IWAN

THOMAS on a flight

from Palma, Spain,

to Bournemouth.

SpottedbyNicky

● Actress NATASCHA

McELHONE eating

at fancy Indian restaurant

The Cinnamon Club

in central London.

SpottedbyLizzie

● Corrie actress

LUCY FALLON AKA

Bethany Platt at Amaro

restaurant in Blackpool.

SpottedbyAaron

● Actor JOHNNY

DEPP and his wife

AMBER HEARD

at Gold Coast

airport in

Queensland,

Australia.

Spotted

byLauraH

● Ex Made

In Chelsea star

SPENCER

MATTHEWS and

his former co star

LOUISE THOMPSON,

along with TOWIE’s

LYDIA BRIGHT, at the

Prince’s Trust Tomorrow’s

Talent event in Shoreditch.

SpottedbyPhillip

● TV presenter

DAVINA McCALL

and family at Thorpe

Park in Surrey.

SpottedbyHayley

● Hollywood star WILL

SMITH filming his new

movie Collateral Beauty

on Bleeker Street in

Manhattan, New York.

SpottedbyCatherine

● British director

DANNY BOYLE in

Edinburgh, Scotland.

SpottedbyLuca

● Former EastEnders

actor and current Marcella

star RAY PANTHAKI

(AKARonny

Ferreira and

DI Rav Sangha) ordering

meatballs at The Bowler

in Covent Garden. He

didn’t want them “too

spicy”, apparently.

SpottedbyLisa

● Singer ADELE and

family at the Sea Life

London Aquarium near

Waterloo, overheard

saying she liked the sharks.

SpottedbyAndy

● Radio 2 presenter

SARA COX watching

JOE LYCETT’s stand up

comedy show at the Lyric

Theatre in London.

SpottedbyLauren

● Model and actress

CARA DELEVINGNE

and Spice Girl MEL C

at a lunch for the runners

in the Gynaecalogical

Cancer Fund’s charity

run in London.

SpottedbyColleen

Seen a famous doing something random? Tweet us with your sightings! #Spotted

heat@heatmag.com

/heatworld

@heatworld

Mary Berry
● Sarah Macphail and

boyfriend David have earned

themselve a slice of cake for this

pic of Britan’s favourite baker.

● JOE WICKS the

BodyCoach, showing

of hispecsinSanta

Monica,LosAngeles.

WIN £100*

Send your 

non-selfie selfie™ to 

heat@heatmag.com

British
acting
legend SIR
MICHAEL
CAINE in the
Apple store
in Miami,
Florida,
with his
family.
Spotted
byLuke

The X Factor
2012 reject
RISTOPHER

MALONEY
at B&M

bargain shop
in Hunt’s

Cross,
Liverpool.

Spotted
byPaddy

*
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Seen
a celeb?

Mary berry

They’re behind you!

Nippy
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top spot

crap spot



T H E  H E A T  I N T E R V I E W

Phil: “IT’S KIR
WHO WEARS TH

Photography

Simon Webb



STIE
E TROUSERS

T V ’ S  M O S T  P O P U L A R 

P R O P E R T Y  P A I R  C H A T 

T O  J E N  C R O T H E R S 

I
n 1999, Great Britain was a very 

different place. The Millennium 

Dome was the embodiment of  

our hopes and dreams for the 

future, Geri Halliwell was the 

UK’s most successful solo pop  

star and people could still afford 

to buy houses. 

The same year, Kirstie Allsopp, 

44, and Phil Spencer, 46, burst on to our 

screens in the first series of Location, 

Location, Location, matching 

hundreds of couples with their 

dream homes, and soon became our 

favourite platonic TV couple in the 

process. Seventeen years later, not much has 

changed – they’re still at it (their new series, 

Love It Or List It started last week, which pits 

the two against each other; Phil’s in the List It 

corner, offering up other potential properties 

to participants each week, while Kirstie’s team 

Love, convincing homeowners to stay put.  

In person, they look exactly the same as they 

did all those years ago. “I’ve gone a little greyer 

and a little thicker around the middle, but not 

much else,” admits Phil, who’s just being a bit 

modest. But what’s it like being part 

of the greatest TV pairing on the 

market? We scheduled in a viewing 

with them to find out…

”
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Kim Kardashian?
She’s the porn
actress, isn’t she?
– Phil

“ “

Kirstie and Phil: 

king and queen 

of both land  

and sea

You’ve been on TV for  

17 years now. You must  

have some stories...

Kirstie: I’ll tell you a funny thing. 

When I did TFI Friday [last June] 

– which was the most fun night of 

my life – I met...

Phil: Ricky [Wilson].

K: Ricky was wonderful,  

but Rita Ora…

P: She was too pissed to remember. 

K: No! I was not pissed. 

P: You were out until 5.30am. 

Stone cold sober, of course.  

[Scofs.] Where had you been?

K: All I can say is, after that first 

night of TFI Friday, all of the people 

involved went back to Primrose 

Hill and there was a night of...

P: Excess.

K: Yeah, I mean, I didn’t, obviously. 

Me, Alex Jones, Alex’s lovely new 

husband, Ricky Wilson’s girlfriend 

and Will [the producer of TFI 

Friday] ended up in Ricky ’s flat.  

We were somewhere else before 

that, and then we lost the dog of  

the person whose house it was.  

That sounds romantic… 

Then we were all out on the street 

– me, Rita Ora, Alexa Chung, Ricky, 

everybody – on Primose Hill at 

3am, looking for this dog. We were 

whistling and calling its name, then 

we hear, “F**KING SHUT UP!” 

Then someone else shouts, “You 

shouldn’t speak to Rita Ora like 

that!” And they go, “I DON’T GIVE 

A F**K WHO IT IS, WE WANT 

TO GET SOME SLEEP!” It was 

the most surreal night of my life. 

Where’s the weirdest place 

you’ve been recognised? 

P: The first time anyone ever 

recognised me as “that bloke  

of the telly” was definitely the 

weirdest... Actually, I probably 

shouldn’t even talk about this.

K: Go on.

P: I’ve just realised how this  

story’s going to sound.

K: Where were you? In Ibiza,  

on a dance floor?

P: No. Naked. In the changing 

room, having come out of the 

shower in the gym. 

K: Right, wow. OK… 

P: [Laughs.] It was the morning 

after our first show went out.  

I was getting dressed, then the  

guy across from me went, “You  

were on the telly last night,  

weren’t you?” And that was 

genuinely the first time anyone 

recognised me. And I was naked. 

Do you both go out together? 

K: We’re planning a night out in a 

couple of weeks’ time because we’re 

going to be in Edinburgh for two 

nights and my sister lives there.  

P: Last time, I didn’t hack the pace 

when we went out with your sister. 

Who’s the best drunk?  

P:  Kirstie goes very red in the  

face, but it doesn’t actually mean  

she’s drunk. 

K: Phil’s ears go very red. Both  

of us can’t hold our drink. We 

generally sort of dance insanely  

and then go to bed. 

How competitive are you both? 

P: I would say we’re not, but 

actually, yes we are. The show is 

based on competition, a lot of it.  

I think we have fun with it as well. 

K: We’re highly competitive,  

but not to the detriment of  

the contributors. I did that 

competition show, Home Made 

Britain, and I realised I was 

intensely competitive. 

P: I think when the show’s edited 

and everything’s shrunk in time,  

it can make us look incredibly 

competitive and really bickery. 

Kirstie, you’re very active  

on Twitter…

P: “Active” – that’s a new word. 

“Addicted” is the turn of phrase  

that I would use. 

K: Phil, that’s bullshit. What did 

you say to me about Twitter?

P:  It was something about, I knew 

Kirstie was back at work, because 

the Twitter feed just got filled up. 

Kirstie, you’ve got more  

than double the amount  

of followers than Phil... 

K: Phil’s lucky to have any. If  

I hadn’t set up that account for him 

and tweeted as him for the first 

three months, he would have none.  

P:  I probably wouldn’t. 

What’s the rudest thing  

people have said?

K: I don’t look. I have a very strict 

policy – I don’t have Google Alerts  

on any devices for any press and  

I don’t look for my name on Twitter. 

So, I don’t search. If someone 

doesn’t put my @ on, they can say 

whatever they want about me. 

P: Riveted.

K: Years ago, I went on Twitter and 

said, “Oh, another pub lunch,” and 

someone said, “Sorry, what about 

the rest of us who have a £2.99 

[lunch]?” That has absolutely 

stayed in my mind. I was once  

at the cashpoint and I said,  

“Oh, I wish they’d do £100 notes,” 

and my PA said, “Please don’t  

tweet that.”

Yeah,  we can see why… 

K: [Laughs.] I think I was doing 

something that was cash only.  

I don’t remember what it was.

Kim and Kanye moved in with 

Kris Jenner while their house 

was being renovated. Is that  

a good idea, to move in with 

parents/in-laws? 

K: Phil has his mother-in-law to 

stay for, like, eight weeks at a time.

P: [Thinking] She’s the porn 

actress, isn’t she?

Kim Kardashian? She had  

a sex tape, but a sex tape does 

not maketh a porn star… 

K: [In hysterics] Please, please, cut 

out the bit where Phil doesn’t know 

who Kim Kardashian is. Please, 
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This was taken in 2004, 

believe it or not!

Philsurfing

thatproperty

wave

Theduothat

selfiestogether

staystogether

Kirstie:  

grabby-armed 

litter crusader

Philwithhis

wifeFiona

andtheir

sonsBen

andJake

please, I’m begging you!

P: I do! It’s on The Kardashians, 

which I’ve never watched. 

K: [Still laughing] OH GOD!  

I suspect the Queen knows more 

about Kim Kardashian than you do. 

P:  I don’t want to know anything 

about Kim Kardashian.

K: I don’t watch The Kardashians, 

but they’re a contemporary  

cultural point of reference. 

P: Yes, understood. So, she  

moved in with her mum?

K: OK, do you know who  

OJ Simpson was? 

P:  Yes.

K: The Kardashians’ d d  h ’  

dead now, was a friend   

for OJ Simpson,  so he’s    

public eye for over 25 y   

who’s the mother,  then   

a man who is now a wom   

So there are Kardashia    

and Jenner kids. They   

a model, the wife of Kan  

West, there’s Khloé, 

Kim, Kendall Jenner, 

Kourtney, Kylie. It’s  

a big K thing. [Makes 

phonetic K sound.] 

We’re very 

impressed with 

your knowledge  

of the Kardashians, 

Kirstie… 

P: So was I!

What’s the worst thing that 

could ever come out in public 

about you? 

K: Oh, you know the injunction? 

[The celebrity couple threesome, 

details of which are all over the 

internet, but not the English press.] 

The initials of the injunction  

were Phil’s initials  PJS are  

Phil’s initials. 

P: I wrote to all my family just to say 

 because I think Mum and Dad get 

The Telegraph  I’d just like to [tell 

you] it’s not me. I read it the first 

time and thought, “Christ, people 

are going to think that’s me!” 

I wish it was, but sadly not. 

K: I think if someone discovered 

that Phil was involved in olive oil 

threesomes and cheating on his 

wife, they’d be disappointed, 

because they see him as someone 

who helps families buy houses.  

And I genuinely think that our 

personal behaviour does reflect  

to a degree on what we do. 

P: I’m suddenly feeling enormous 

pressure. I did get a speeding  

ticket not that long ago and 

someone took a bloody picture  

of me, laughing away as I chatted  

to the policeman. 

Kirstie, you famously don’t 

wear trousers. What would  

it take for us to persuade  

you to wear a pair?  

P: She wears the trousers, but  

she never wears trousers. I’ve  

never thought of that before! 

K: They just don’t suit me. 

What if we gave you  

a million pounds? 

K: Of course, I would for a million 

pounds – that would be an amazing 

amount of money.

If everyone pledged to throw 

all their litter in the bin, would 

you do it?  

K: Yes, if we could be a litter-free 

nation, I would wear trousers. 

P: I’d wear a dress!

K: He’s done that before to be 

honest, that’s nothing. That 

wouldn’t be a first. 

P: That’s not true. 

Do people get scared inviting 

you round in case you have  

a nosy round the house?  

K: On the famous TFI night out,

Ricky Wilson’s girlfriend was like,

“Oh my God, there’s laundry all

over the place. I can’t believe I’ve

got Kirstie Allsopp in my flat!”

And I’m like, “I can’t believe

I’m in Ricky Wilson’s flat!”■

Kirstie And Phil’s Love It Or List It

is on Thursdays at 8pm, Channel 4

Kirstie with 

long-term 

partner Ben 

Anderson
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matthew 
lewis

the harry potter actor

looks pretty magic to us
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Deputy Editor Caroline Robb Runner up in my primary school’s Robert Burns recital comp
Creative Director Ben Watkins
Assistant Editor Steph Seelan

Editorial Assistant Laura Donaldson Winning my local gymnastics competition! No chance now

Art
Art Editor Corrie Heale (020 7859 8684) I played toxic waste in my school production of Ocean World

Senior Designer Daniel Tang (020 7859 8682) Being the Ginger Spice of my primary school
Designer Rachel Tomlin Finding the rare Princess Diana Beanie Baby, which I’ll sell for a good offer

Art Intern Jade Bright

the famous
News Editor Issy Sampson (020 7859 8672) Being 5ft 8in from about age 11. Awkward

Deputy News Editor Rhiannon Evans (020 7859 8648) I was on the Trisha show

personal shopper
Style Editor Jo Hoare (020 7859 8659) Could read a book at three. CHILD GENIUS

 Deputy Style Editor Ellen Kerry (020 7859 8607) Bringing down the house as the Angel Gabriel two
years in a row at Whitemoor Primary School 

Style Intern Sophie Bronstein (020 7859 8673) 

Pictures 
Picture Editor Clare Hepworth (020 7859 8666) 

Senior Picture Researcher Gisella Molinari (020 7859 8669) Winning a gold medal for 25m butterfly
against all the Channel islands swimmers in my age category (I was nine)

Picture Researcher Rachel Lindsley (020 7859 8668) Dancing at Disneyland Paris 
Picture Intern Chelsea Hughes (020 7859 8609) A drawing I did made it to Art Attack #goals

playlist
Entertainment Director Boyd Hilton (020 7859 8654) My performance in my junior school musical

tribute to the raid on Entebbe 
Entertainment Editor Kay Ribeiro (020 7859 8653) Winning not one but TWO Blue Peter badges

Deputy Entertainment Editor Jen Crothers (020 7859 8481) 
Film Editor Charles Gant (020 7859 8658) Graduating high school a year early

Production
Production Editor Lisa Howells (020 7859 8676) 

Deputy Production Editor Isabelle Broom  (020 7859 8679) Surviving it…
Senior Sub Editor Matthew Hurrell (020 7859 8678) *Tumbleweeds* 

Digital
  Digital Editor-in-Chief Alice Farmiloe Digital Director Hannah Rouch  

Acting Deputy Editor Emmeline Saunders
Content & Social Manager Frederica Palmer

  Contributors: Radio Sarah Powell, Mark Higgins News Jenni McKnight Being in Spiceworld The
Movie – well, I was in the audience when they filmed their concert scene at The Royal Albert Hall Lucy

Vine Web Georgina Terry Bossing being a lamb in the infants’ nativity play. Can still remember my line

Suits
Publisher Richard Howard Executive Content Director Jane Johnson Group Editorial 

Production Director Julie Emery Coming third in Miss Sutton Bridge Production Controller Alex
Brook  Business Analyst Minal Desai Assistant Managing Editor Becca Wood

Advertising
Group MD Abby Carvosso PA to Group MD Ali Meadley Head of Magazine Media Clare 

Chamberlain Head of Magazine Brands Rachel Flower (020 7295 5383) Group Commercial
Director Simon Kilby Head of Radio Remy Kirk Brand Director Ethan Hall (0207 295 5477)
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This week’s burning question, answered by heat staff:
What was your greatest childhood achievement?
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Editor-in-chief
(mag, online, radio, TV, social)

Lucie Cave
 

Editor 

Suzy Cox
Full Garbage Pail Kids collection

hot from...

Ryan was pumped for Ariana 
Grande’s much-anticipated 
new album Dangerous
Woman, as she announced the 
tracks and collaborations last 
week. It’s a star-studded list 
on the feat duties, including 
Nicki Minaj on Side To Side, 
Lil Wayne on Let Me Love 
You, and ’90s legend Macy 
Gray is back to sing with 
Ariana on duet Leave Me 
Alone. How exciting!

Lionel Richie was chatting
about the recent Grammy
tribute to him. “It was a night
that I’ve been dreaming about
for probably most of my career…
Of course, the other [good]
part was, as I’m coming down
of the stage, Adele came
over and said hello. It will
go down in history as one
of the highlights of my life.”

lionel ❤ Adele

Sia and Ryan chatted about
Prince’s sad passing, with Sia
recounting the time she met him in
a bar. “I was coming back from the
bathroom, and as I was walking
through a door, he was walking out
the door and we almost bump[ed]
into each other,” she told Ryan.
“Like, literally – we nearly fully
bumped faces. He was like, ‘Hello,’
and it was very funny. I enjoyed
our interaction very much.”

Sia and Prince

Ariana’s new album

TuneintolistentoRyanevery
weekdayfrom1pm-4pm

I can’t see a 
bloody thing
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see it. love it. buy it. wear it.

jo
Style editor

A realist. She’ll say
when you look good,

and how you can
look even better

Ellen
Deputy style

editor

Fashion fearless,
there’s no trend
Ellen won’t try

Sophie
Style intern

A real magpie
for bargains,
she’ll bring it

to you for less

Meet your Personal Shoppers
J - L A W ’ S  G O T  O N E ,  S O  W E ’ R E  G I V I N G  Y O U  T H R E E …
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Coming 
up Rosie
Wave farewell to free 

weekends and your bank 

balance – wedding season 

has arrived! To celebrate, 

here’s a Personal Shopper 

wedding special, which will 

make outfit buying and 

beauty prep a total breeze. 

We’ll kick things o� with 

Rosie H-W’s third perfume 

– it’s light, gorgeous and 

perfect for summer 

nuptials. We’re hooked.

Summer Rose by Rosie  

for Autograph @ M&S,  

£14 for 30ml (EDP)

WEDDING
SPECIAL



What’s in MY
T H E  P E R S O N A L  S H O P P E R  T E A M  S H A R E  T H E  S T Y L E  F I N D S

A F T E R D E S I G N E R P I E C E S A N D

V E R S A T I L E F O R M A L W E A R

B U Y I N G B L I N G A N D L I M I T E D -

E D I T I O N B E A U T Y T R E A T S

The “truster”(part trench,
part duster) coat is perfect

for unreliable weather.

Coat, Topshop, £79

The prettiest pink blush and
the dreamiest packaging.

Burberry Beauty Blush Highlighter

in With Love, £45

Wearing a plain dress? Add
some sass with a quirky clutch.

Clutch, Karl Lagerfeld

@ Very Exclusive, £115

I’ll be stacking these Swarovski
crystal rings for a pretty-yet-

low-key look.

Rings, Lola And Grace, £14.90 each

I wear this with jeans and sliders
for day, but it will work perfectly

over a cami dress for night.

Blazer, Archive by Alexa for M&S, £49.50

Nail any party look with this
pretty 20-shade palette.

Alice Through The Looking Glass

Urban Dec

There’s something ever-so
Gucci about these slingbacks.

Plus, they’ll be so comfy.

Shoes, Zara, £59.99

T H I S W E E K , E L L E N I S . . .T H I S  W E E K ,  J O  I S . . .
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A dress code that requires a hat
doesn’t have to be stu�y. Go for

something unstructured, like this.

Hat, Reiss, £60

 
BRIMMING 

WITH 
CONFIDENCE

I’ll posh this up with a white silk 
blazer for weddings then add  

a denim jacket for summer days.

Dress, ASOS, £55

The dungaree straps and slip-
dress style make this perfect for 

a prom-dress avoider like me.

Dress, ASOS, £32

DESIGNER
LOOKALIKE



BASKET
shopper

p e r s o n a l

 I N  T H E I R  O N L I N E  B A S K E T S

Sassy bridesmaids
Who says you have to wear 
a pastel frock? Georgia May 
Jagger rocked a trouser suit 

at her bro’s nuptials

Amanda Holden’s 
BGT hair

Swishy curls, fancy 
up-’dos, sleek and chic –

she’s nailing them all.

Sienna Miller’s
airport outfit

Trackies and
trainers, just like

the rest of us. 

Kylie’s curls
We’re not sure the
world is ready for

a Charlene revival.

Katie Price’s
double buns
That’s that trend

well and truly
dead, then.

The snapchat
dog filter
Enough now.

Soz VB…

T H I S  W E E K ,  S O P H I E  I S . . .

S P E N D I N G  S M A R T  O N  J E W E L L E R Y 

A N D  S T A T E M E N T  H E E L S

The perfect statement 
clutch to compliment 

any occasion wear.

Clutch, Johnny Loves Rosie @ ASOS, £35 

The most expensive-looking thing 
you will ever spend a fiver on.

Necklace, Forever 21, £5

Teamed with strappy heels, 
this pleated skirt is perfect for 

a summer wedding

Skirt, F&F, £30 

These glitzy beauties 
are of one my season 

must-haves!

Shoes, La Moda, £24.99

STYLE-O-METER
W H A T  W E ’ R E  T O T A L L Y  

I N T O  –  A N D  W H A T  W E ’ L L 

U N F O L L O W  T H I S  W E E K
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TOTAL 
BARGAIN!

Not into floral prettiness? 
Go bold with brights – and this 

jumpsuit is SO comfy!

Jumpsuit, Missguided, £30

WEDDING
SPECIAL
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The ultimate dr

UNDER
£50 

SO KATE
MIDDLETON

Looks way

pricier than

it really is
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Miss Selfridge,

£45

Topshop,

£46

Oasis,

£50

New Look,

£24.99

M&S,

£39.50

Warehouse, £35
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ress edit
F R O M  B A R G A I N  B U Y S 
T H A T  L O O K  A N Y T H I N G 
B U T ,  T O  B L O W - T H E - 
B U D G E T  F R O C K S ,  W E ’ V E 
G O T  A L L  B A S E S  C O V E R E D

UNDER
£100 

BOLD
PRINTS =
WEDDING
WINNER

Perfect day

to night

A
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X
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Oasis,

£70

Warehouse,

£65

Oasis,

£80

Coast,

£95

Topshop,

£85
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UNDER
£150

FLATTERS 
EVERY SHAPE

Beautiful 

detail
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Per Una,

£129

Topshop,

£110

Whistles,

£140

Coast,

£149

Whistles,

£130
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£150 
PLUS

STAND OUT 
FROM THE 

CROWD

Bright lace is

a winner at

weddings

Team with

killer heelsB
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Ghost,

£225

Coast,

£169

Topshop,

£160

Karen Millen 

@ Very 

Exclusive,

£250

Karen Millen  

@ Very 

Exclusive,

£250

Whistles,

£250

WEDDING
SPECIAL



Subscribe today  
& benefit from:
O Welcome gift, worth £32.90
O Never missing an issue
O Free delivery to your door or free  
download to your digital device

L
ooking for a summer glow?

You’ll love NKD SKN.

Designed for all skin tones,

the tan formulas are infused 

with organic extracts that 

hydrate, condition and nourish 

skin. It also dries instantly, so  

you can get dressed straight after 

applying. Plus, it’s completely 

odour free, gives a natural 

glow for up to seven days 

and fades back to nothing 

for the most realistic 

tanning experience. 

Just apply the pre-

shower tan like a body lotion  

ten minutes before your shower. 

You’ll step out with a natural- 

looking bronze glow, and your 

skin will be left feeling smooth, 

soft and intensely hydrated. The 

Tinted Tanned Mousse glides 

over skin, giving a stunning tan 

that’s odourless and fades without 

patching. Plus, the reusable mitt  

is so soft, you can use it on your 

face as well as your body, for  

the ultimate streak-free tan.

Subscribe to heat & get
NKD SKN Pre Shower,  
Self-Tan and Mitt

GIFT  
WORTH 
£32.90

PRINT:  
6 MONTHLY DIRECT
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES –
£33.50, PLUS GIFT
Annual direct debit: 51 issues
– £67, plus gift. Or pay £75 an
get 51 issues when you pay by
credit/debit card or PayPal

CHOOSE FROM 3 OPTIONS:

PRINT & DIGITAL:
6 MONTHLY DIRECT
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES –
£38.50, PLUS GIFT
Annual direct debit: 51 issues
– £77, plus gift. Or pay £85 and
get 51 issues when you pay by
credit/debit card or PayPal

BEST- 
VALUE
 OFFER

DIGITAL:  
6 MONTHLY DIRECT 
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES – 
£24.50, PLUS GIFT 
Annual direct debit: 51 issues 
– £49, plus gift. Or pay £49 
and get 51 issues when you pay 
by credit/debit card or PayPa

Visit www.greatmagazines.co.uk/heat
Call the hotline now on 01858 438 884 (quote ECAA) 
TERMS & CONDITIONS: SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL START WITH THE NEXT AVAILABLE ISSUE. THE MINIMUM TERM IS 51 ISSUES (1 YEAR). AFTER YOUR FIRST 51 ISSUES YOUR SUBSCRIPTION WILL BE CONTINUED AT THIS OFFER 

PRICE, EVERY 51 ISSUES THEREAFTER UNLESS YOU ARE NOTIFIED OTHERWISE. YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE A RENEWAL REMINDER AND THE DIRECT DEBIT PAYMENTS WILL CONTINUE TO BE TAKEN UNLESS YOU TELL US 

OTHERWISE. THIS OFFER CLOSES ON 6 JUNE 2016. GIFTS ARE AVAILABLE TO UK SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. GIFTS ARE LIMITED TO 250 UNITS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REPLACE THE GIFT WITH ONE OF SIMILAR TYPE AND 

VALUE IN THE EVENT OF THE OFFER BEING OVERSUBSCRIBED. THIS OFFER CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. COST FROM LANDLINES FOR 01 NUMBERS PER MINUTE ARE (APPROXIMATE) 2P 

TO 10P. COST FROM MOBILES PER MINUTE (APPROXIMATE) 10P TO 40P. COSTS VARY DEPENDING ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION IN THE UK. YOU MAY GET FREE CALLS TO SOME NUMBERS AS PART OF YOUR CALL 

PACKAGE – PLEASE CHECK WITH YOUR PHONE PROVIDER. ORDER LINES OPEN 8AM-9.30PM (MON-FRI), 8AM-4PM (SAT). OVERSEAS? PLEASE PHONE +44 1858 438828 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. CALLS MAY BE MONITORED 

OR RECORDED FOR TRAINING PURPOSES. FOR FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS PLEASE VISIT WWW.GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK/OFFER-TERMS-AND-CONDITIONS .



Ashley
Green

Choose a two-piece

for smarter a�airs.

All the style of

a suit with less of

the formality.

Rachel
Zoe

Navy and white

is a classic nautical

combo, and a crisp,

chic choice for

a city wedding.

Kiernan
Shipka
Give classic

florals a cool update

by wearing them on

a wide-legged

jumpsuit.

Kate
Hudson

A statement shade

worn with a plain

tank is seriously

chic. Add interest

with accessories.

Katie
Holmes

If you want to

make like Katie,

just check the bride

doesn’t mind you

wearing black.

Palazzo pants
D O N ’ T F A N C Y W E A R I N G A D R E S S T O T H E W E D D I N G ? B E D A R I N G A N D T R Y T H E S E
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find it on

the high street

Topshop, £65
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Brow beaters
HD Brows Signature Treatment, £37.50 – book @ HDbrows.com

HDBrowsare o�ering an in-salon servicefor

peoplewho want to boost and groom theirbrow

Deputystyle ed Ellen tried it out. She says,“I’ve

alwayshad sparse brows, but this madeahuge

di�erence.They tint the whole brow – catching

eventhetiniest hairs. Brows are then waxedand

threadedinto shape. If you’ve got time before

yourbigday, HD also recommends applying

theirLash& Brow Booster (£39.50) twiceaday

forsignificant growth within eight weeks.”

Hair Boost
Daniel Hersheson Hair Fillers, 

£250 – book @ Hershensons.com

Worried about volume for 

you big-day barnet, but 

think extensions are a bit 

WAG? Hair fillers are for 

you, then. Taking around  

an hour, a small amount 

(25-30) of  tiny extensions 

are applied wherever you 

need fullness. I had the 

majority of mine put in  

at the front, where I have 

bleach breakage, with  

a few through the back to 

boost the crown, and the 

results are incredible. They 

last up to four months and 

are undetectable. They’re 

great for anyone worried 

about thinning, ageing or 

broken hair, who doesn’t 

want to look like they’re 

“faking” it.

On trial
Bobbi Brown Lessons:  

Party Make-up, free – book @  

Bobbibrown.co.uk/makeup-lessons; 

Bobbi Brown Bronzing Powder, 

£28.50 

You don’t have to be  

a bride to have a make-up 

trial. If you’re a bridesmaid, 

maid of honour, or just 

want to look nice in the 

photos, then give it a go. 

The party lesson teaches 

you how to get the perfect 

face that’ll last through 

the boozeathon that most 

weddings are. I came away 

minus my lifelong phobia 

of bronzer – and there’s 

no hard sell to buy the 

products (you’ll want  

to, though).REALIST
BeautyT

H
E

Face up
Liz Earle Intensive Nourishing

Treatment Mask, £14

If you’ve got a mate gettin

this year, please buy her a

this. Perfect for the morn

she’s getting ready, it nou

moisturises and calms sk

it the perfect prep for ma

Plus, a face mask also giv

a few minutes when she c

in the loo and escape the
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Palette, £25
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FIND YOUR 
 W H A T E V E R  T H E  W E D D I N G , W E ’ V E  G O T  Y O

Bag, Jenny

Packham @

Debenhams,

£60

Shoes,

O�ce,

£48

Dress,

Topshop,

£80

Jacket, 

Bershka, 

£39.99

Shoes,

Primark,

£18

Sunglasses,

Ray-Ban,

£79.99

Clutch,

Jasper Conran

@ Debenhams ,

£35

Top,

Stradivarius,

£15.99

Trousers,

Zara,

£25.99

‘‘I’ve only been invited to 
the evening bash. Do I have 
to be super dressed up ?
Make the most of not having to stand around  

for hours and choose a sexy dress and heels 

you’d never be able to cope with all day. The 

pretty pearls on this number are a cute nod  

to the wedding theme, and the statement  

clutch that doubles as an across-the-body- 

bag is great for dancing.

‘‘I’m going to a wedding where 
most of it is outdoors. I don’t want 
to be overdressed or freezing
With British weather, anything that can blow up/drag in 

soggy grass is a no-no. Avoid floaty maxis and Marilyn-

moment skirts, and go for loose cropped trousers. Team  

with a folky trophy jacket for the right level of formal (and to 

keep out the chill), and layer a cami underneath for the disco.

‘‘

‘‘
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PERFECTLOOK
U R  S T Y L E  D I L E M M A  S O R T E D –  J U S T  D O N ’ T  U P S T A G E  T H E  B R I D E !
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Shoes, O�ce,

£45

Dress, Debut

@ Debenhams,

£160

Shoes,

Missguided

@ Schuh,

£25

Jacket,

Topshop,

£85

Bag,

Lamb 1887,

£130

Jacket, Coast,

£69

Clutch,

Primark,

£12

Dress,

M&S, £65

 

   

‘‘My friend is having a 
REALLY posh do in a country 
house. How can I be formal 
without being frumpy?
Think WWKD – what would Kate do. And, 

with the Duchess of Cambridge in mind, this 

floral and lace number is the perfect level  

of formality. Open-toed shoes with a sassy  

pedi stop it becoming too mumsy.

        
     

   
          . 
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B O R E D O F
E N D L E S S
C R O C H E T
A N D  F L O O R -
S K I M M I N G M A X I
F R O C K S ? V E R Y . C O . U K ’ S
F I E R C E L E G E N D T R E N D
W I L L  E N S U R E Y O U ’ R E T H E
C E N T R E O F A T T E N T I O N

Summer

N 
ot one of the lucky

few heading to

sunnier climates

for a folky festival

in the sunshine? If not, the

idea of dressing top-to-toe

in your finest bohemian

frocks, fringing and kimonos

probably isn’t too appealing. 

So, why not shun the crowd 

and dip your toes in this 

season’s anti-boho craze? 

Very.co.uk’s Legend trend  

is packed with strong 

silhouettes, fierce extras 

and eye-catching prints on 

the most show-stopping of 

dresses. Because let’s face  

it, as cute as a flowing maxi 

dress sounds, it’s not exactly 

ideal for a night on the town 

with the girls. Instead  

we’ll be slipping into  

a bod-skimming bandeau 

cocktail dress teamed  

with rock-chick leathers  

and the sassiest heels. 

Oh, and we haven’t even

mentioned the best bit

about shopping with Very.

Rather than having to

battle a mile long shopping

queue or deal with those

terrible changing room

lights, you can happily

browse and shop online.

Find something you like?

Order using free next-day

delivery with the Collect+

delivery network, which

allows customers to collect

their fashion-packed parcels

from one of over 5,000

local stores nationwide.

So, fashion for every

occasion, the option to 

spread costs and free  

next-day delivery? Very,  

if we could marry you, we 

would. Get more out of 

everyday and dive 

headfirst into the 

coolest trend of 

2016 with Very.

p r o m o t i o n

legend
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Hat, River 

Island, £25

Shoes, River 

Island, £35

Bag, Dune,  £60

Sunglasses,

River Island,

£15

Clutch,  

V by Very 

£30

Dress, £90, jacket 

£100, both V by 

Very, River Island 

purse £28
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sky-high
style

Spiked heels

look incredible

– just make

sure you’ve

always got

a seat close by.

W H E T H E R  Y O U  P R E F E R  T O  S I T  D O W N  O R  G E T  D O W N ,
T H E  R I G H T  S H O E S  C A N  M A K E  O R  B R E A K  A  W E D D I N G …

Dancing queen

fancy flats
Avoid achy breaky

soles with a pair of

dazzling flats. Smug

points, o� the scale.

the
inbetweeners

Mid-blocks and cute

kittens – AKA the perfect

do-anything heel.

SUPER-
GLAM

Serious

sparkle

SENSIBLE 
AND STYLISH

Cute 

detail
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Dune,

£80

River Island,

£48

Zara,

£39.99

ASOS,

£28

Aldo

£50

Zara

£39.99

Daisy Street,

£29.99

ASOS,

£25

Zara,

£39.99

Topshop,

£62

River Island,

£50

ASOS,

£49

River 

Island,

£65

Sam Edelman 

@ Very Exclusive, £75

La Moda, 

£27.99
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IMPULSE AND POP’S PUNCHIEST STAR CHARLI XCX ARE THROWING

A ONE-DAY FESTIVAL AND YOU COULD BE THERE…

p r o m o t i o n

Get Impulsive! 

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN TICKETS GO TO www.impulseisland.co.uk

THIS or that?

W 
hat could be better than  

a festival in the sunshine? 

How about one hosted by 

pop’s brightest star, held  

on a VIP island and totally exclusive 

to you? Impulse and Charli XCX  

have teamed up again to create  

a new fragrance called Why Not?  

To celebrate, they’re giving you the 

opportunity to experience a once-

in-a lifetime party hosted by the 

Boom Clap singer herself. To win two

tickets to Impulse Island, the most 

impulsive event this summer with 

Charli XCX on 23 June, head to 

Impulseisland.co.uk and tell us what 

three essential items you’d take with 

you. So, what are you waiting for? 

#LiveLifeOnImpulse

CHARLI’S TOP THREE

Need some inspo? The Doing It 

babe reveals her festi-essentials. A 

Bill Murray pic, Impulse Why Not?, 

and a weird cossie. Charli, we ♥ you.

TENT 
OR 

WINNEBAGO?
 

WELLIES
OR

PLATFORM 
TRAINERS?

“Platform trainers.”

PONCHO
OR 

PARKA?
“Poncho.”

BODY SPRAY
OR 

DRY SHAMPOO?
“Body spray.”

GLITTERY
OR 

NEON 
MAKE-UP?

“Glittery.”

BURGER
OR

PIZZA?
“PIZZA
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Go the distance
E N S U R E  Y O U R  M A K E - U P  S T A Y S  F R E S H  A L L  D A Y  ( A N D  N I G H T )  L O N G …
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C h e e k y
G i r l

A highly pigmented blusher

will help you survive even

the longest ceremony without

looking drained.

E y e E y e
Eye make-up needs to cope with

crying, so waterproof mascara

is a must. Choose a brow booster

that’d survive a spin class, and a

liner so tough you have to peel it o�.

G e t L i p p y
Avoid thick glosses and slippery

lippies. These products provide a

velvety finish that lasts. Need more

colour? Use a chunky lip pencil and

blot between applications.

Urban Decay  

All Nighter  

Make Up Setting 

Spray, £20

Laura Mercier 

Oil-Free Primer, £29

Smashbox 

Studio Skin 15 

Hour Hydrating 

Foundation, £29

Cargo Cosmetics 

Water Resistant 

Blush, £19

Benefit

Benetint Lip 

And Cheek 

Colour, £24.50

NARS Velvet Matte Lip

Pencil in Pop Of Colour, £20

Maybelline Vivid

Matte Liquid in

Rebel Red, £6.99

L’Oréal Infallible 

Matte Max Lipstick 

in Virgin, £7.99

A l l  a b o u t 
t h at  b a s e

Anchor your base with an oil-free 

primer, bu� on foundation and 

erase blemishes with concealer.  

A setting spray adds extra power.

Sleek Make Up 

Blush in Pixie 

Pink £4.49

Lancôme Hypnôse 

Waterproof 

Mascara, £22.50

Wunderbrow

1-Step Brow Gel, 

£19.95
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Estée Lauder Double 

Wear Zero-Smudge 

Liquid Liner, £22
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FREE TICKETS TO  

A SCREENING OF  

YOUR CHOICE!

Want to see the film 

before anyone else? 

We’re giving away free 

screening tickets  

for Monday 9 May  

at 6.30pm. Go to 

Showfilmfirst.com and 

enter the code 952264 

to see where Green 

Room is showing, and 

grab yourself a seat. 

Win!

SHOCK
ROCK
HORROR
SEE NEW ROCK-’N’-ROLL THRILL-RIDE 
GREEN ROOM FIRST WITH HEAT

Imogen Poots: 

smoking. 

Literally

“You’re on the deathlist, not 

the guestlist. Soz”

p r o m o t i o n

I
f horror films have 

taught us anything,  

it’s to never enter an 

unlit basement or check 

if anything is “actually 

dead”. And especially don’t 

venture into any type of 

unfamiliar underpopulated 

area –  a) with strangers, 

and  b) where you don’t 

know your way around. 

In new film Green Room, 

there are dark lessons to be 

learned from not obeying 

those rules. Down-on-

their-luck punk rockers 

The Ain’t Rights haven’t 

listened to that advice.  

The film tells the story  

of the young  band, who  

find themselves playing  

a last-minute gig at a remote 

Oregon roadhouse. But, 

post-gig, events soon take  

a sinister turn when they 

stumble across a murder 

scene, and the venue’s 

owner Darcy Banker  

(the legendary Patrick 

Stewart, bottom right)  

and his mob refuse to let the 

young band leave – they’re 

determined do whatever  

it takes to get rid of any 

witnesses. Can The Ain’t 

Rights survive the ordeal?

As well as Patrick 

Stewart, Green Room  

stars Brit Imogen Poots 

and rising young actors 

Anton Yelchin (the Star 

Trek reboots),  Alia 

Shawkat (Arrested 

Development), Joe Cole 

(Peaky Blinders) and 

Callum Turner (War  

& Peace). If you want to  

find out their fate, head to 

Showfilmfirst.com to get 

your first look at the film.

 
GREEN ROOM 

IS IN CINEMAS 

FRIDAY, 

MAY 13
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CUMBERBATCH
BENEDICT LEADS AN ALL-STAR CAST IN THE 

BBC’S HOLLOW CROWN P84

ComingupinPlaylist...

YOUR

ent i ent

MERYL 
SINGS 
(BADLY)
as florence foster 
jenkins P70

STILL 
KEEPING UP
the kardashian
family is back for
a new series P86

AND THE 
WINNER IS...
we choose our  
bafta tv awards 
picks P78
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heat playlist

The week’s BIG entertainment stories

news

EVERYONE’S 
IN AB FAB

The Ab Fab film circus continues  

to wheel solidly into town with the 

announcement of the film’s cameos 

– there’s over 60 of them. Joining 

Jennifer Saunders and Joanna 

Lumley are big names such as Rebel 

Wilson, Joan Collins and Alexa 

Chung, plus those on the more 

random end of the spectrum for

example: Miquita Oliver and Richard

Arnold. And installed on the FROW

with them, they’ve got Lulu and

Abbey Clancy and Game Of Throne’s

Gwendoline Christie. We’re not sure

what Jen and J-Lum have got up their

sleeves (bar killing Kate Moss and

going on the run to France), but with

them roping in a veritable who’s who

of the acting, fashion and music 

worlds for Absolutely Fabulous: The

Movie (out on 1 July), we’re oicially

excited.The trailerdroppedonline

lastweek, and it looks like it’s going

tobeprettydamnhilarious, sweetie.

L-R: Lulu, 

Gwendoline 

Christie, Eddie, 

Abbey Clancy 

and Patsy

This intriguing 

scene was in  

the trailer…
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Ever wished you could be whisked away on one of Bear 

Grylls’ crazy adventures? Well, now you can. Kind of. 

Daredevil Bear’s bringing his live show, Endeavour: 

Your Adventure Awaits, to 12 venues across the UK 

and Ireland. The show, designed and hosted by Bear 

himself, will take the audience on a “hair-raising, 

immersive expedition across the globe using state-of-

the-art video-mapping technology and special effects”.

And, best of all, you don’t have to drink your own pee

(unless you want to). The tour kicks off in London on

7 October. For tickets, go to Beargryllslive.com.

BEAR GRYLLS 
GOES LIVE

It’s been a great year so far for 
everyone’s favourite Bake Of 
champion, Nadiya Hussein. Not only 
has she baked the Queen a birthday 
cake, but now she’s gone and bagged 
herself a new BBC TV show. And it’s 
got the best working title ever: The 
Chronicles Of Nadiya (the clever 
person behind this Narnia-
based pun deserves a pay
rise, a company car and
a holiday for a family of
four, at least). The show
will be a travel cookery
programme exploring
Nadiya’s culinary roots.
The 31 year old  
will visit her 
birthplace in 
Luton and her 
ancestral 
home in 
Bangladesh, 
and will be 
cooking 
for friends
and family
along the
way. We
can’t wait.

NADIYA’S 
NEW SHOW

Midsomer Murders is a staple of traditionally 

excellent British TV but, up until now, the 

hot-man count has been fairly low. (Unless  

you’ve harboured a huge crush on John Nettles  

or secretly lusted after DCI Barnaby.) But now  

the easy-on-the-eye Nick Hendrix (who you  

may recognise as playing Laura Carmichael’s 

boyfriend in Marcella) is joining the show as hot 

DS Jamie Winter and starts filming this week.

MIDSOMER’S  
HOT NEW 
DETECTIVE

Empire, the world’s biggest  

movie magazine, is staging  

a two-day and three-night 

celebration of the best in movies

and entertainment live at the O2

in London in September. There

will be more than 50 events

over the extended weekend, with

premieres, first-look screenings,

master classes and pop-up parties.

The must-attend weekend for

film fans takes place from 23-25

September and tickets are on sale

now at Empirelive.com.

EMPIRE 
STATE 
OF MINDMEET THE 

NEW WHO 
COMPANION
Actress Pearl Mackie has been confirmed as Doctor 

Who’s new  companion, “Bill”. Mackie, 28, is about  

to start filming the new Who series alongside Peter 

Capaldi and previously appeared in BBC1’s Doctors, 

but is mostly known as a stage actress. Mackie says,  

“I always loved stage combat at drama school, so  

I can’t wait to get on set and kick some evil monsters 

into the next dimension.” But we’ll have to wait until 

next year to see Mackie on screen. Boo!

Nick Hendrix 

(right). He can 

cu� us any day

“Greattitlefor

myshow,guys”

Ready to kick 

some Dalek  

ass, Bill?

“Drinking 

your own wee

is awesome!”
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Describeatypical

nightoutforyou

andyourfriends?

WeoftenstartatBluebird

forcocktails, followed

byKiruforthebest

sushiaroundandthen,

ifwearebeingnaughty,

weendupinRa�es

until theearlyhours.

Describeyourself

inthreewords?

Spontaneous,

loving, loyal.

What’syourguilty

pleasure?

Anythingtodowith

fishing.WhenI’mnot

filmingMIC, Ispend

mostofmylifetraipsing

roundtheworldtrying

tocatchfish.

Favouritepossession?

Ihaveacollection

ofHollywoodstars’

autographsthatIused

tobuyatauctionwhen

Iwasyounger.Ihave

AudreyHepburn,

ElvisPresley…

Doyoufinditdifficult

havingcameras

followyouaround

allthetime?

I feel likeIhavedoneit for

100years,butIstill loveit.

What’sthemost

down-to-earth

thingyoudo?

DoingtheTesco

shopatmidnight.

Whatdoyour

familythinkof

youbeingonTV?

It’sbeenanamazing

adventurewithupsand

downs,buttheyhavebeen

incrediblysupportive.

What’thebest

momentonthe

newseasonofMIC?

Acertainnightclub

scenewithStephPratt.

All toberevealed…

Whatcanweexpect

inthenewseason–

anyromances?

Thereisaromancethis

series.There’sa lotof

loveonMICrightnow!

We put the same questions to

ollie locke

W
e’re inthemiddleof thecurrentseriesof

MadeInChelseaonE4rightnow,andjoining

it thisweekintheglamorousrealitystakes

isUSshow#RichKidsOfBeverlyHills(note

thehashtag),enteringits fourthseasoncoveringthe

shenanigansofLAtwentysomethingmillionairesand

billionaires.Itsbreakoutstar isEJJohnson,sonof

legendarybasketballstarMagicJohnson,andwhose

overall fabulousness isalreadylegendary.Tocelebrate

bothshows(whicharealsoavailabletowatchonnew

streamingrealityservicehayu),weaskeditsstarsthe

samebunchofquestionsabouttheirglamorouslives…

RICHKID OF
LO ONTOWN

Doing bored faces 

with  Binky Felstead

V
and EJ Johnson, but who ca
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Describe a typical

night out for you

and your friends?

Typically, we start of 

with dinner and then hit 

the town and cap it of 

with an after-party.

Describe yourself  

in three words?

Fierce, confident, #this.

What’s your guilty 

pleasure?

Watching Lifetime 

original movies.

Favourite possession?

Perfume…it’s important 

and necessary.

Do you find it difficult 

having cameras  

follow you around  

all the time?

For the most part,  

I don’t even know that 

they are there any more.

What’s the most 

down-to-earth  

thing you do?

Sitting at home watching 

Netflix and alone time.

What do your

family think of

you being on TV?

My family loves that  

I’m happy being myself 

and seeing me succeed.

Best moment on  

the new season  

of #Rich Kids?

I don’t have one, but there 

are some really funny 

scenes that I’m a part of.

What can we expect  

in the new season –  

any romances?

I personally don’t have 

any new romances,  

but we do talk a lot  

about relationships  

on the new season.

The new season of 

#RichKids Of Beverly 

Hills is available on 

Monday, 2 May on the 

all-reality subscription 

service hayu.com and   

on E! from Thursday,  

5 May at 9pm

reality stars Ollie Locke

EJ johnson

RICH KID OF  
BEVERLY HILLS

A smile-o� 

with Dorothy 

Wang

VS
me up with the best answers? 
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Nice suit,
dork

SCENE STEALER!
STARRING: Meryl Streep, Hugh Grant, 

Simon Helberg, Rebecca Ferguson

DIRECTOR: Stephen Frears 

(CERT PG, 110 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: In ’40s New York, Florence 

(Streep) is a rich heiress who lives for music, 

and wishes to share her rare vocal gift with 

the world. Her devoted husband St Clair 

(Grant) has been careful to ensure her 

performances are for loyal friends and 

supporters only, hoping nobody will ever 

tell her that her singing is comically woeful. 

But when Florence announces a major 

concert that will be reviewed in the press, 

and cuts a record, her happy delusions are 

about to be shattered.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? While Meryl’s 

strangulated yelpings are truly hilarious, 

and uncannily imitative of the real 

Florence, that joke might have easily  

worn thin. It doesn’t, for lots of reasons, 

including nicely deft work from Hugh  

Grant as the complexly motivated and 

financially dependent St Clair. A very 

relatable Simon Helberg steals every  

scene as the impoverished pianist hired  

to provide accompaniment – and who can’t 

believe his ears when his new client sings.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? Despite  

a sad back story that gives poignant  

depth to Florence, you might struggle  

to root for a privileged character that has 

long been indulged by deferential social 

climbers and sycophants.

VERDICT: The worst singer ever to sell  

out Carnegie Hall makes a surprisingly 

entertaining subject for Philomena director 

Stephen Frears, and the film’s sincere 

a�ection for Florence proves highly 

contagious. A sweetly funny delight. 

★★★★ CHARLES GANT

WHO? Aerospace 
engineer and aspiring 
ladies’ man Howard in 
geeky US sitcom The 
Big Bang Theory.
NOW: Very winning  
as the hired pianist –  
and point of audience 

identification 
– in Florence  
Foster Jenkins.
NEXT: Season 10 of 
The Big Bang Theory, 
where he’s rumoured 
to earn $800,000  
per episode.



1 CAPTAIN AMERICA:  

CIVIL WAR (12A)

Thor and Hulk sit this one out, 

but otherwise it’s Avengers 

aplenty in this skilful Marvel 

actioner.★★★★★

2THEJUNGLE BOOK (PG)

Disney’sremakeof its

animatedclassicpushesall

therightbuttons,asMowgli

fleestheclawsoftiger

ShereKhan.★★★★

3 FLORENCE

FOSTERJENKINS (PG)

MerylStreepshinesagain

astheheiresswhoshared

herterriblesingingvoice

with the world. ★★★★

4 EYE INTHE SKY (15)

HelenMirrenleadsthecast

inatense,morallyrelevant

thrilleraboutadronestrike

onaterrortarget. ★★★★

5 SON OFSAUL (15)

ThisstrikingForeign

LanguageOscarwinnerset in

theAuschwitzdeathcampis

earningcriticalraves.★★★★

OUR TOP FIVE

NEW ENTRY

f ilms

STARRING: TomHiddleston,

ElizabethOlsen

DIRECTOR: Marc Abraham 

(CERT 15, 124 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: The latest music  

star to get the biopic treatment  

is Alabama-born country singer 

Hank Williams, whose hits include 

Your Cheatin’ Heart and Hey,  

Good Lookin’. Rise to fame, 

romantictravailsandaddiction

toprescriptiondrugs(duetothe

chronic back pain he su�ered)  

are the boxes ticked.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? The 

surprisingly cast Tom Hiddleston  

is always amply watchable.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? Oddly 

lacking in narrative drive, the film 

just seems to drift along, while – 

fatally – never imparting a strong 

senseof whyHankwassospecial

anddi�erent.ElizabethOlsen,

as the wife with singing ambitions  

of her own, struggles with an 

unlikeable character.

VERDICT: The music biopic  

is a tricky genre, but Ray  

(Ray Charles) and Walk The  

Line (Johnny Cash) somehow 

succeeded where this one misses 

the mark. ★★ CHARLES GANT  
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STARRING: SethRogen,

Rose Byrne, ZacEfron

DIRECTOR: Nicholas Stoller 

(CERT 15, 91 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: Having evicted the frat 

house next door in Bad Neighbours, 

parents Mac (Rogen) and Kelly 

(Byrne) now face an even worse

behavedfoewhenasororitymoves

in.CanformernemesisTeddy

(Efron) help them outwit the  

new batch of party animals?

WHAT’S RIGHT/WRONG WITH IT? 

This didn’t screen to critics in time 

for our deadlines, which is not 

usually a good sign. But even if  it 

repeats the jokes from the first film 

–ejectorseatpranksahoy–that

couldstillwork.Oh,andZacis

shirtless in the trailer.

VERDICT: Universal’s recent 

comedy sequels include the so-so 

Ted 2 and superfluous My Big Fat 

Greek Wedding 2. Let’s hope, with 

Bad Neighbours 2, it’s third time 

lucky. CHARLES GANT

PREVIEW

PREVIEW

TBH, we’d do all 

three of them

“I saw your bum 

in The Night 

Manager”

BAD 
NEIGHBOURS 2

 I SAW 
THE LIGHT
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SUNDAY 26 RADIOACTIVE/ABOVE THE NOISE

%,50,1*+$0 O2 ACADEMY
MONDAY 20 ROOM ON THE 3RD FLOOR

TUESDAY 21 WONDERLAND/MOTION IN THE OCEAN

WEDNESDAY 22 RADIOACTIVE/ABOVE THE NOISE

/21'21 O2 FORUM KENTISH TOWN
TUESDAY 28 ROOM ON THE 3RD FLOOR

WEDNESDAY 29 WONDERLAND/MOTION IN THE OCEAN

THURSDAY 30 RADIOACTIVE/ABOVE THE NOISE
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1 BIRDY 
WILD HORSES

Rousing ethereal 

piano-lead pop at  

its best. ★★★★★

2 BEBE REXHA  
FEAT NICKI MINAJ 

NO BROKEN HEARTS

Another big hit 

for Bebe. ★★★★★

3 NICK JONAS  
FEAT TOVE LO 

CLOSE

More perfect pop from the 

best Jonas bro. ★★★★

4 GALANTIS 
NO MONEY

Chant-along dance  

tune that will get stuck  

in your brain. ★★★★

5 DJ SNAKE FEAT 
BIPOLAR SUNSHINE 

MIDDLE

The sound of summer in 

220 seconds. ★★★★

NEW SONGS

THE MAROON 5 AND
BIEBER COLLABORATOR

HAS GOT A NEW ALBUM OUT
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It’s Mikey 

with the 

blond hair

REVIEW

REVIEW

MIKE 
POSNER

AT NIGHT,
ALONE

IN A NUTSHELL: 

Mike Posner, 

remember him? 

Six years after 

having a monster 

global hit with 

Cooler Than Me, 

Posner returns 

fully aware that his “name’ s a reminder 

of a pop song people forgot”. He’s done 

alright, though,  co-writing Maroon 5’s 

Sugar and spending four weeks at No1 

with the witty first single from this 

album I Took A Pill In Ibiza.

WHAT’S IT LIKE? Not the chirpiest listen 

– At Night, Alone tells the story of 

Mike’s mental health as he 

looks back to the fame and 

excess of his early success 

and the darkness that 

followed. Big Sean appears 

on homecoming anthem 

Buried In Detroit. Plus, just 

when it all gets a bit acoustic-y, 

Ibiza pops up at the end.

BEST SONG: Be As You Are – a big 

empowering anthem which gives  

major props to his mom. Awww.

WORST SONG: Hell Of A Song. Just 

when Posner’s won you over with his 

humble “LOL  at my past” attitude,  

he ruins everything by bragging about  

Jay Z chasing him and his songwriting 

skills for the likes of Bieber (he co-wrote 

the awesome Boyfriend). 

VERDICT: Mike’s so conscious of being  

a one-hit wonder, you wonder if history 

might just repeat itself. ★★★ TALIA KRAINES

TO GET EVEN MORE HEAT  RADIO, 
RETUNE YOUR DAB DIGITAL RADIO 

NOW – SELECT THE AUTO-TUNE  
OR AUTO-SCAN OPTION
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1  DIE OF SHAME
MARK BILLINGHAM

(LITTLE BROWN, £18.99)

A self-help groupisthe

setting for murder inthis

awesome thriller. ★★★★★

2  THE 
PHOTOGRAPHER’SWIFE

SUZANNE JOINSON

(BLOOMSBURY, £16.99)

A sizzling 1920s-settaleof

love and betrayal. ★★★★★

3  GIRLS ON FIRE
ROBIN WASSERMAN

(LITTLE BROWN, £12.99)

Electrifying story about

two teenage girls anda

mystery suicide. ★★★★

4  KATHERINE OF 
ARAGON: THE TRUE QUEEN

ALISON WEIR 

(HEADLINE, £18.99) 

The first of six brilliantly rich

novels charting the real lives

of Henry VIII’s wives. ★★★★

5  HEX
THOMAS OLDE HEUVELT

(HODDER & STOUGHTON, £16.99)

Creepy tale about a witch

haunting a town. ★★★★

reads
TAKE THE
PLUNGE
DIVE INTO ONE OF THE
MOST INTOXICATING
NOVELS OF THE YEAR…

The SwimmingPool
LouiseCandlish (Penguin,£12.99)

Londonisswelteringundertheprickly

weightofahumidsummer.Forprimary

schoolteacherNatalie, theholidays

shouldmeanorderlyfunwithher

husbandandteenagedaughterMolly

butthisyearthere’sadiference. Elm Hill

Lido has opened nearby, and a glamorous

new set of locals have taken up residence

around the edges of the inviting blue pool.

Despite her daughter’s extreme phobia

of the water, Natalie finds herself drawn

to this crowd especially to the alluring

ringleader Lara Channing and before

long she’s welcomed into the fold. As the

sticky temperature continues to rise,

Natalie’s obsession with Lara grows more

intense but something else is happening

that’s not quite right… Unapologetically

dark, deliciously descriptive and heavy

with that irresistible sense of forboding,

this is a novel that redefines the term

“unputdownable”. We raced for the finish

like a diver coming up for air, and when

we broke through the layers of ingenious

plot and paddled furiously up to the

end, the conclusion left us breathless

with admiration.★★★★★ ISABELLEBROOM

OUR TOP FIVE

Edited by
Isabelle Broom
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1 What was your

favourite book

as a child?

Probably Fantastic Mr Fox,

by Roald Dahl. My older

brother used to read

it to my sister and me.

2 Which book do

you always go

back to and why?

To Kill A Mockingbird by

Harper Lee. I’ve probably

read it about five times

and I generally don’t

re-read books.

3 Who’s your

author hero?

I have so many! J G Ballard,

Jackie Collins, Terry

McMillan, Harper Lee,

Buchi Emecheta. Loads!

4Which book do you

wish you’d written?

Possibly Running Wild

by JG Ballard, because

of how clever it is.

5What’s your most

overused word?

“Excited”. I use it all the

time. “Lovely” comes

a very close second.

6What’s your worst

writing habit?

Continuing to live in my

characters’headslongafter

I’vefinishedwritingthebook.

7 If you weren’t

a writer, what

would you be?

I wanted to be a librarian

when I was younger, so

possibly that.

8Who’s your

all-time literary

character crush?

ProbablySherlockHolmes,

ascreatedbyArthurConan

Doyle.I lovehislogicalbrain

andflawedpersonality.

9What’s the most

embarrassing book

hiding under your bed?

I honestly never have book

embarrassment. I read

a wide variety of things  

and genuinely don’t care 

what other people think. 

10 What book are 

you reading at  

the moment?

I’m about to start writing  

a new book, so I’m not 

reading anything right now.

 
When I Was 

Invisible  

by Dorothy 

Koomson 

(Century, 

£12.99)  

is out on  

5 May

10 questions we ask every author…

Dorothy Koomson





It’s finally pay day, so let’s get our posh nosh on

with Gwynnie P and her cheeky little scallops

1
Remove the scallops from the fridge, use a paper  

towel to dry them very well, and season generously 

with salt and pepper.

2 
Mix the lemon juice, vinegar, shallot, and 1tbsp of the 

olive oil in the bottom of a large bowl.

3
Shave 4 of the asparagus spears and add them to  

the bowl with the watercress. Cut the remaining  

8 asparagus spears into 1/2-inch pieces and set aside.

4
Heat a large sauté pan over medium-high heat. Add  

1tbsp of the olive oil, the snap peas, and the asparagus 

pieces, season with salt and pepper, and sauté for 1 to 2 

minutes, or until just barely cooked. Add to the bowl with 

the watercress and shaved asparagus.

5
Add the remaining 2tbsp olive oil to the sauté pan, 

then add the scallops, leaving them to sear on one 

side, undisturbed, until very crispy and almost cooked 

through, 3 to 5 minutes.

6 Flip the scallops, then reduce the heat to low and add 

the butter. The butter will immediately sizzle and 

start to turn brown. Turn off the heat (the residual heat 

will finish cooking the scallops).

7 
Toss the watercress and asparagus salad to combine 

well. Divide the salad among four plates (or arrange it 

on one platter), arrange the cooked scallops on top, and 

and pour the brown butter over. Garnish with a little 

coarse sea salt and serve with lemon wedges 

on the side, if desired. 
It’s All Easy: Delicious Weekday Recipes for the 
Super-Busy Home Cook  by Gwyneth Paltrow

with Thea Beaumann (Sphere , £20) is out now

SERVES FOUR

INGREDIENTS 

16 diver scallops
Salt and freshly ground 
black pepper
Juice of  1 small lemon
A splash of Champagne 
vinegar
1tbsp finely diced shallot
4tbsp olive oil
12 asparagus spears, 
tough ends removed
 
1 bunch of watercress, 
cleaned and dried
A large handful of sugar 
snap peas, cut into 
1/2-inch slices  
(about 1 cup)
4 tbsp (1/2 stick) 
unsalted butter
Coarse sea salt
Lemon wedges, for 
serving (optional)

WHATDO
YOU NEED? 

SEARED 
SCALLOPS 
WITH WATERCRESS 
& ASPARAGUS
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Read!

Drink!

Crap Kitchen
Geo� Tibballs  
(Little, brown  book group, £8.99)

Foodies, culinarians

and wannabe chefs,

welcome to “the world’s

worst cookbook”. This

extremely entertaining

book of recipes will have

you both wincing and

wowing at the  weirdest

recipes from acrossthe

globe. From stir-fried

cockroach in China,to

calf-brain custard in 

Ancient Rome, and 

tadpolecasserole in 

Thailand,thesedishes  

aretheverydefinition  

of “acquired taste”.  

JAMIE GREEN

Anti-aGin 
Warner Leisure Hotel &
Drinksupermarket.com
£34.99 
Hallelujah! Our prayers

have been answered

with Warner Leisure

Hotel launching the

first ever anti-ageing

gin. Distilled with pure

collagen, as well as

a mix of anti-ageing

botanicals, this gin is 

literally the alcoholic 

equivalent of a facial. 

Now all we need is 

someone to invent  

a zero-calorie wine  

and we’ll be set. 

StarWars
R2-D2cake  
pan £10.19
Lakeland.co.uk

Star Wars fans, swap 

that lightsaber for a  

wooden spoon and use 

the force to make your 

very own R2-D2 cake.  

May the 4th be with you.  
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food
heat playlist

Eat!
Iceland New 
Frozen Fish En 
Papillote Range  
Serves one, £3.59 (330g) 
The frozen-food chain 

bring this fancy, fishy 

trend to your dinner 

table, all pre-prepared 

on a bed of potatoes  

and veg. That’s your 

midweek dinner sorted.  

Bravo, Iceland. 

Edited by
Corrie Heale

Buy!



leading actor
NOMINEES:

Ben Whishaw (pictured),  London 
Spy (BBC2) Idris Elba,  Luther  
(BBC1) Mark Rylance, Wolf  Hall  
(BBC2) Stephen Graham,  This Is 
England ’90  (Channel 4)

WHO WILL WIN: Rylance is 
generally considered to be The  
Best Actor In The World, so he  
must be favourite.

WHO SHOULD WIN: We loved 
Whishaw’s heartbreaking 
performance as the hedonist who 
fell in love with a mysterious spy.
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Our expert guide to the main runners and riders of TV’s most prestigious

NOMINEES:

ClaireFoy Wolf Hall(BBC2)
RuthMadeley Don’tTakeMy  
Baby (BBC2) SheridanSmith  
The C-Word  (BBC1) Suranne 
Jones Doctor Foster  ( BBC2)

WHO WILL WIN: Last year,  the 
relatively unknown Georgina 
Campbell won in this category for 
BBC3 drama Murdered By My 
Boyfriend, and we have a feeling Ruth 
Madeley will pull o� a similar coup.  

WHO SHOULD WIN: Doctor Foster 
was a career-defining role for 
Suranne Jones, right. She deserves it.

NOMINEES:

AdeleAt TheBBC(BBC1)Britain’s Got 
Talent (ITV) Strictly Come Dancing (BBC1) 
TFIFridayAnniversarySpecial (pictured) 
(Channel 4)

WHAT WILL WIN: It might be the mix of music, 
chat and sketches that will nab it for  Adele.

WHAT SHOULD WIN: TFI Friday ’s return was 
all we could want from an entertainment show. 

leading actress

ENTERTAINMENT 

MINI-SERIES
NOMINEES:

Doctor Foster (BBC1) The Enfield 
Haunting (Sky Living) London Spy 
(BBC2) This Is England ’90 
(pictured) (Channel 4)

WHO WILL WIN:  This Is England ’90 
for its classic gritty BAFTA  material.

WHO SHOULD WIN: Doctor Foster 
had the whole country talking about 
it, so should win for that alone.

PROGRAMME 

The BAFTAs: Wh
NEW The  British Academy Television Awards 2016, BBC1, sunday, 8pm ++++



AUDIENCE AWARD 
NOMINEES:

Doctor Foster (BBC1)  

The Great British Bake O� (BBC1) 

Humans (Channel 4) Making 
 A Murderer (Netflix) Peter Kay’s 
Car Share  (BBC iPlayer/BBC1)  
Poldark (pictured) (BBC1) 

WHAT WILL WIN: The only category 
voted for by members of the public, 
Poldark had the most buzz,  and the 
biggest fan base, we reckon.

WHAT SHOULD WIN: Netflix’s 
Making A Murderer docu-series  
will go down in history.

awards – but don’t blame us if we’re wrong!

NOMINEES:

TheGoodWife (more4)Narcos(Netflix)
Spiral(BBC4)Transparent(Amazon
Prime)

WHAT WILL WIN:Suchatoughone,but
maybethejudgeswillgoforthestreaming
triumphofAmazon’sTransparent.

WHAT SHOULD WIN: Asitsfinalepisode
approaches,we’dloveTheGoodWife,
pictured,togettherecognitionitdeserves.

SCRIPTED COMEDY
NOMINEES: 

Chewing  Gum (E4) Peep Show (Channel 4) 
People Just Do Nothing (BBC3) Peter Kay’s 
Car Share (BBC iPlayer/BBC1)

WHAT WILL WIN: The final series of Peep Show 
more than lived up to the previous eight, so it 
could well nab the gong.

WHAT SHOULD WIN: Michaela Coel, pictured 
below, stunned us with the brilliantly rude but 
beautifully observed Chewing Gum.

INTERNATIONAL

ho will win?

NOMINEES

Coronation Street (ITV) EastEnders (BBC1)
Emmerdale (pictured) (ITV) Holby City (BBC1)

WHO WILL WIN: Corriehadanamazing60th
anniversary live episode, which could swing it.

WHO SHOULD WIN: We think Emmerdale has had  
the most consistently good episodes over the last year.

SOAP & CONTINUING DRAMA

Want to rub shoulders and arms 
and that with all the stars of your 

favourite TV shows at the TV 
BAFTAs? We’re giving one lucky 

winner a pair of tickets to the 
ceremony on Sunday 8 May. Plus, 
thanks to House of Fraser, we’ve 
also got an O�cial Nominee Gift 
Bag up for grabs as well, which is 

jam-packed with fancy  products, 
so you can pretend you’re  

a celebrity too. Visit heatworld.
com/baftatickets to be in with  

a chance of winning.

Tickets to the TV 
Baftas and a Gift bag

WIN! 



Berger:we'd

ratherhave

aburger

No one does 

style like 

Carrie B

E
veryonehasa special place

in theirhearts forSexAnd

TheCity’sCarrie, Samantha,

Charlotte andMiranda

our foremothers, if youwill,who

guidedus through theworlds

ofdating, fashionandchoosing

adecent cocktail.

WithNOWTV,youcanrelive

the series all overagainandget

thegirls straight toyourTV, laptop

or tablet as seasonsone to sixare

available for thefirst timeever

ondemand.So, let’s remind

ourselveswhywe fell in love

with the show in thefirstplace…

The Men

SATC provided us with some of  

the hottest men on TV – and there  

was something (or rather, someone)  

for everyone, no matter your taste. 

From the beautiful Smith Jerrod to  

the adorable Steve, the angry-but-rich 

Russian to the frankly annoying Berger, 

not forgetting the love boomerang  

of Mr Big, it was a man-fest. And, of 

course, there was also Carrie’s pal  

and confidant Stanford Blatch, who  

was always on hand to o�er up sassy 

soundbites with a side serving of snark. 

The one and  

only Mr Big

Stanford:  

sassy

What's on 
NOW!
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Otherfaves...

How I MetYour Mother
Series1-9

Watch every single episode of the cult US comedy that’s 
208 in total. Follow the lives of the New York based

friends, including Josh Radnor, Neil Patrick Harris and 
Alyson Hannigan, and their ups and downs along the way.  

UglyBetty
Series1-4

Relive Betty’s early days as an intern on Mode magazine. 
There’s never been a character as great as Vanessa
Williams’ Wilhelmina Slater, who is a million times

worse than any boss we’ve ever had thankfully.

Game ofThrones®
Series1-6

As the sixth series finally begins, get up to date with all the 
goings on in Westeros from the very beginning. If you

haven’t watched the show, now’s your chance or if you’re 
already a fan you can just relive all the best moments so far.

p r o m o t i o n

WATCHON NOWTV

The Career Envy
Hands up who was inspired 

to be a writer after witnessing 

that blinking cursor on 

Carrie’s Word document 

week after week? Not only 

did she have a way with 

words that tapped into  

our innermost thoughts, but 

she also managed to pay  

the bills AND drop a load  

on really expensive shoes. 

Yes, we wanted that life, too 

– tapping away on a Mac 

while clad in pricey clobber.

The Laughs
One reason we fell head over 

designer heels for SATC was  

the laughs. The crazy dating 

scenarios Samantha would get 

herself into, Miranda’s sarcasm, 

Charlotte’s comically uptight 

moments and Carrie’s classic 

one-liners – each episode is 

packed to the brim with humour.

Laughter and friendship go hand

in hand, and over the course of 

six seasons it was just like the 

foursome were our close friends

too – there’s nothing better  

than a giggle with your mates. 

Especially over a Cosmo or five.

"I LOVE YOUR 

JACKET"The Fashion
Carrie Bradshaw could have 

worn a sack and it would’ve 

sparked a "wearing a bag as  

a dress" epidemic. Such was 

the power of her wardrobe  

(and that of Patricia Field, the 

woman behind the costumes  

in real life), that her quirky  

take on fashion had us lusting 

after Manolos we couldn’t 

a�ord, designer bags and 

choice items like tutus and  

flat caps, plus the occasional 

bum bag. While she pulled it  

o�, we just got strange looks  

on our local high street. 

"It so was not 

this big…"

Hotshot

NOW TV’s got the latest and best range of TV shows, 

movies, sports and kids' shows – best of all, there’s no 

contract! A one-month Entertainment Pass is just 

£6.99. Watch 13 live channels including Sky Atlantic, 

Sky Living and MTV. It also gives you access to 250 

amazing boxsets. With NOW TV, you can also watch 

1000 movies for £9.99 with 

the Sky Movies Pass. 



’enders

emmerdale

Yeees! Peggy’s back and 

doesn’t she look well? On

Monday, Peg makes her

long-awaited return to

the Square and soon gets

news from the doctor that

her cancer’s spread and

she doesn’t have long left.

Phil begs her to fight for

the sake of her faaamily,

but has she got it in her?

No, this isn’t Fifty 

Shades Of Dingle – 

though that’d be a great 

spin-o�. Holly tells Cain 

that Belle is seeing  

a married man and  

Cain gets the wrong  

end of the stick. So poor 

Rakesh finds himself 

tied up in a barn. Oh dear.

SO MANY
DRAMZ... 
COR BLIMEY, THERE’S NEVER  
A DULL MOMENT IN SOAPVILLE

hollyoaks
Oh Ste, if you stick your oar in (literally)  

it won’t end well. Ste’s onto Cameron 

when he talks about Lockie in the past 

tense and the pair fight – with non-

swimmer Ste ending up in the water...

KAY’S

soapy bubble
 Our Queen of  Soap, Kay Ribeiro, on the week’s events

Look, Gail’s in a snazzy 

jacket! Don’t worry, 

she’s not having a midlife 

crisis. Carla’s hens go on 

the razz dressed as her, 

and Gail and Kate end up 

having  a fight.But the 

real dramz occur when 

Carla gets back and Nick 

says he can’t marry her. 

Erm, WTF?

corrie

’ello 

darling

It’s all 

too much



THE 
OLDIE
 IN RED

heat’sMrTVonwhatyoushouldbewatching rightnow

THEWONDERYEARS
THE COMPLETE SERIES

The release of this deluxe box

set of every ep of the glorious

’80s comedy-drama (plus

loads of behind-the-scenes

extras) has been put back

twice, but we’re assured it really

will be out next Monday.

THEALIENS SERIES 1

The funny and gripping series

– starring Michael Socha and

Michaela Coel – about a world

where actual aliens are kept in

their own ghetto away from

humans comes to DVD. It’s

well worth the investment.

HEROES REBORN

You may have missed this

reboot of the sci-fi drama

when it was shown earlier this

year, because it was on

obscure channel 5*. So, here

it is on disc if you’re a true

Heroes devotee.

BEST NEW

boxsets

ListentoBoydon

ThePlaylist,Sunday

10amonheatRadio

LISTENONDABDIGITALRADIO,FREEVIEW716,
HEATWORLD.COM/RADIOORTHEFREEHEATRADIOAPP

ALL RELEASES OUT 
NEXT  MONDAY
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S
poiler alert! If for some reason

you’re into Game Of Thrones

(Sky Atlantic, Mondays, 9pm),  

but haven’t yet caught up with the 

start of the new sixth season – or perhaps 

you’re still catching up with the 50 

previous episodes on Sky or NOW TV –  

I am going to discuss what happened  

in last week’s season premiere. Do not 

carry on reading if you don’t want to 

know that Jon Snow is still definitely 

dead, having been stabbed multiple 

times. And stop right here if you  

don’t want to know that the magical 

Melisandre (AKA The Red Woman,  

the title of this episode), queen of many  

a scary prophecy, was transformed into  

a hideous, withered old crone in the 

stunning final scene. This is not me 

body-shaming her, by the way, she really 

is seemingly well over 100 years old, 

despite spending the rest of her time 

appearing as much 

younger and more 

beauteous lady. 

The Melisandre 

moment was a classic 

GoT shocker, and it will surely have

major ramifications. This is a woman,

after all, who can clearly get up to all 

manner of supernatural shenanigans. 

Can some kind of resurrection for Jon 

Snow be far away? I’m guessing not.

Elsewhere, the season opener gave  

us all kinds of intriguing, satisfying 

moments. My favourite was the arrival of 

the god-like Brienne of Tarth (played by 

the awesome Gwendoline Christie) just 

in time to rescue young Sansa and poor, 

de-penised Theon (Alfie Allen). When 

Sansa agreed to let Lady Tarth become 

her personal protector, I was welling up. 

This is a bunch of characters I care about 

almost as much as my own friends and 

family. And this extraordinary series has 

even somehow make me feel deeply sorry 

for the nasty and often vicious Cersei 

(Lena Headey), facing as she does the 

challenge of the crackpot religious 

fundamentalist High 

Sparrow and his hoards 

of morons. Such is the 

astonishing power  

of Game Of Thrones.

Boyd Vision

OUR TV CRITIC CELEBRATES 
THE ASTONISHING RETURN 
OF GAME OF THRONES
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The Hollow Crown:
The WarOfThe
Roses– Henry VI
Part 1
BBC2,9pm

As part of the BBC’s

Shakespeare 400th

anniversary celebrations,

this is a new three part

continuation of the epic

series of adaptations of

Shakespeare’s History

plays that started in 2012

and give a dramatic account

of the reigns of Henry VI,

Edward IV, Richard III

and the War Of The Roses.

Hence the unwieldy title.

You should embrace this

gripping, superbly directed

and acted story of young

Henry VI (Tom Sturridge),

who has ascended to the

throne and is surrounded

by quarrelling nobles,

including his close

confidante the Duke

of Gloucester (Hugh

Bonneville) and upstart

Plantagenet (Adrian

Dunbar from Line

Of Duty). Also stars

Sophie Okenedo and

Philip Glenister.

★★★★★ BOYDHILTON

NEW!

Hinterland
BBC4, 9pm

In the Welsh crime drama, 

the murder of a local 

dignitary leads to the 

uncovering of a tragedy of 

two people living a secluded 

life. DCI Mathias discovers 

something important in  

the garden and has to find 

Daniel before Glyn Powell 

does. The relationship 

between Branwen Powell 

and Daniel could be key. 

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Michael McIntyre’s 
Big Show
BBC1, 7.05pm

The permanently delighted 

comic introduces another 

bunch of variety acts.  

Highlights include music 

from London’s electronica 

trio Years & Years;  

a member of Cirque  

du Soleil puts on an 

astonishing acrobatics 

show and Strictly judge 

Bruno Tonioli plays Send 

To All. ★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

Bang On  
The Money
ITV, 7pm

Saturday night is still  

home of the shiny-floor 

game show, as is proved by 

this one hosted by Rickie 

Haywood Williams and 

Melvin Odoom. Two teams 

of friends compete to hit  

a target number “bang on” 

in a series of games. Tonight 

Tanz & Bantz (oh dear) take 

on the Bowling Stones. 

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Pointless 
Celebrities
BBC1, 6.15pm

Guess the link between  

this lot of Pointless guests: 

Toby Anstis and Jenni 

Falconer, Janice Long and 

Bob Harris, Peter White 

and Steve Punt, Steve  

Penk and Angie Greaves. 

Answer: radio. Alexander 

Armstrong and Richard 

Osman try to stop  

them wittering on.  

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Can’t Touch This
BBC1, 5.25pm

Zoë Ball is the main reason 

to watch this utterly 

preposterous game show  

in which members of the 

public assail a course in 

which they must hurl 

themselves at the prizes  

so they can touch them  

and win them. Her co-host 

Ashley Banjo is good, too. 

And Sue Perkins provides 

more wit with her voiceover. 

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

THE  

BARD  

WITH  

A BANG

7 MAY

TV

YOU WOULDN’T  
LOOK SO HAPPY  

IF YOU KNEW  
WHAT WAS  
COMING...
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Britain’sGot Talent
ITV,8pm

It’s the fifth tranche of auditions of the popular as ever

series. Following a short break in last week’s episode,

when David’s mum Kathleen sat in for Simon, the dream

team of judges is back and reunited again as they sift

through the eccentric, uplifting, inspirational, and  

often just terrible acts. ★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Play To The Whistle
ITV, 9.15pm

Team captains Frank 

Lampard and Bradley 

Walsh are back with regular

Romesh Ranganathan,

and they’re joined this  

week by Ninja Warrier UK

co-host Rochelle Humes,

footballer Wilfried Zaha

and comedian Funmbi 

Omotayo. Seann Walsh

keeps score and Holly 

Willoughby keeps them in

control. ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

TOP TALENT

Prometheus
Channel4,9pm

Ace double bill of Ridley

Scott’s Alien-related

films, starting with  

a prequel to the saga.

Michael Fassbender and

co must find out what’s

going on on an odd planet.

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Alien
Channel 4, 11.25pm

The first and best of the

Alien films is a brilliant,

disturbing sci-fi horror.

A stonking lead role for

Sigourney Weaver and

unforgettable scenes.

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIES

Why so serious, 

eh, Dave?

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

11pm

5.25pm Can’t Touch This bbc1 See

preview, left.

6.00pm You’ve Been Framed! Finest
ITV Some fool swallows mustard for a

£250 incentive.

6.15pm Pointless Celebrities bbc1

See preview, left.

6.30pm Attenborough’s
Passion Project: A Blank
On The Map bbc2

Cool story, (Atten) bro.

7.00pm Bang On The Money ITV

See preview, left.

7.00pm NCIS: New Orleans CHannel 5 The

first instalment for a two-part crossover with

NCIS: New Orleans.

7.05pm Michael McIntyre’s Big Show
bbc1 See preview, left.

8.00pm Britain’s Got Talent itv

See preview, left.

8.00pm Coastal Walks With
My Dog channel 4 Exactly what it

sounds like. Celebs rope in their

pooches for a trot near the sea.

8.00pm The National Lottery: Win
Your Wish List bbc1 A former Miss Ireland

tries to win her dream prizes, as seemingly

being crowned Miss Ireland wasn’t enough.

8.50pm Casualty  bbc1 New consultant Elle 

Gardner receives a baptism of fire during her 

first week at work. 

9.00pm FILM Prometheus channel 4

See preview, left.

9.00pm The Hollow Crown: The War 
Of The Roses – Henry VI Part I bbc2 

See preview, left.

9.00pm Hinterland bbC FOUR  

See preview, left.

9.15pm Play To The Whistle ITV   

See preview, left.

9.15pm Britain’s Got More Talent itv2   

Fun with Stephen Mulhern.

10.50pm FILM Zodiac  bbc2 

Fact-based crime thriller, starring

Jake Gyllenhaal. 

11.25pm FILM  Alien  channel4

See preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

LISTENONDABDIGITALRADIO,
FREEVIEW716,HEATWORLD.COM/RADIO

OR VIA THE FREE HEATRADIO APP

SHAMELESS
PLUG

Peter Andre
12noon-2PM

Pete’s got all the biggest 

and best tunes from the 

’80s, ’90s and ’00s, and 

he knows how to use them 

on his #reheat show.

Jamie Laing 
10AM-12noon

As well as some top music, 

get all the latest showbiz 

stories from the Laing 

(including insider gossip 

from Made In Chelsea).
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Keeping Up With 
The Kardashians
E!,9pm

They really need to rethink the title of  

this show, because frankly we have no 

problem keeping up with the Kardashians.  

Thanks to the million Instagrams/

Snapchats of Khloé’s bum, Kylie’s lips and 

Kim’s boobs, we literally see more of them 

than their personal physicians. But, hey  

ho, sometimes it is nice to see them on  

a bigger screen than our phones, so hurrah 

for the return of the 12th series of the  

show. As always, the family have more 

dramas in 45 minutes than our family  

has in a lifetime, but you won’t hear us 

complaining. On tonight’s agenda:  Khloé

helps get recovering Lamar a nice home

to live in, but finds herself getting into beef

with Caitlyn over her appearance on The
Howard Stern Show. Scott’s giving the 

whole “sober, responsible dad” thing 

another go, but (massive, predictable 

spoiler alert) he soon tires of it. Kim tells

anyone who’ll listen that “being a mom is

tiring,” while announcing that her vagina

looks magnificent post-childbirth… great

to know. But the main issue is Rob hooking

up with Blac Chyna – Kylie’s boyfriend 

Tyga’s baby mama. It seems not everyone

is happy about the union, and for some 

reason poor Kris is in the firing line over

it. Fair enough. ★★★★ KAY RIBEIRO 

NEW!

S dTV
8 MAY

KUWTK:
WHERE WEREWE?

Kris
It was one drama after another for 

matriarch Kris. First she had to meet 

Caitlyn, then she worried the girls 

had the cancer gene, but she did get 

a lavish birthday bash at the end of it.

Kylie
The baby of the fam turned 18, and 

to celebrate oicially becoming an 

adult, took boyfriend Tyga on the 

family vacay to St Barts. Which 

pissed o� sister Kendall. A lot.

Kourtney
While Scott’s never-ending cycle of 

falling o� the wagon, being repentent 

and getting sober continued, mama 

bear Kourt focused on her kids and 

on getting a banging body.

Khloć
Most of Khlo’s focus was on caring 

for husband Lamar after his 

hospitalisation. But she did also  

find time to write her new lifestyle 

book and get drunk at Kris’ party.

Kim
While most pregnant ladies would 

put their feet up, last series Kimmy 

launched an app, oversaw the never-

ending construction of her house and  

organised Kris’ big surprise 60th.

WORTH A 
WATCH



HomeFires
ITV,9pm

Series two finale alert, as

Great Paxford’s villagers

pick out their finest hats

and frocks to prepare for

the wedding of Nick (Mark

Umbers) and Teresa

(Leanne Best). Frances

(Samantha Bond) isn’t

having much fun as she

fights to clear her name

after the factory closure.

Alison (Fenella Woolgar)

fights her own conscience.

★★★★JASONARNOPP

Indian Summers
Channel4,9pm

Fates are being decided in

Simla tonight. After being

caught trying to do a flit,

Alice and Aafrin must face

Charlie’s wrath and he’s

hell bent on making Aafrin

hang for treason. Noooo.

Also, on the edge Ralph

finds out if emotionally

blackmailing his wife to

sleep with the Maharajah

was worth it, as the new

Viceroy is announced.

★★★★KAYRIBEIRO

British Academy
Television Awards
2016 BBC1, 8pm 

The most prestigious

awards for TV take place

tonight in London, with

Graham Norton returning

as host. See our guide on

page 78, but let’s mention

Sir Lenny Henry, who

will get a lifetime 

achievement award. And

we’ll be there with exclusive

photos in next week’s

issue. ★★★★★ BOYDHILTON
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The Durrells
ITV, 8pm

It’s the end of the series, 

which has been an 

efortlessly watchable joy. 

Thankfully, the healthy 

viewing figures have 

ensured a second run, 

which was announced last 

week. But let’s savour this 

episode as Sven (Ulric von 

der Esch) gets a grilling 

from the family of Louisa, 

who wants to see if he really 

is husband material. 

★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

Paul Merton’s 
Secret Stations
Channel 4, 8pm

This week, Paul’s trip

around the UK’s train 

request stops takes him to 

Pontarddulais. A former 

mining town in Wales, it  

has reinvented itself as a 

wedding village, with a high 

street full of bridal shops. 

Paul helps a bride choose 

her dress and gets to sing 

with the local male voice 

choir. ★★★★  JULIE EMERY

Wild Things & Duck 
Quacks Don’t Echo
Sky1, 7pm & 8pm 

Jason Byrne and Kate 

Humble welcome a fresh

bunch of hopefuls in giant

animal garb to compete

for a vast cash prize for 

playing silly buggers.  

Good luck to them.  

Then host Lee Mack is 

joined on his fun panel  

show by comedian Bob

Mortimer, Alex Brooker

of The Last Word and the

great Claudia Winkleman.

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT ANIMAL MAGIC

Hillsborough
BBC2, 9pm

Required viewing: an

in-depth account of 

Britain’s worst sporting

disaster in which 96 men,

women and children were

killed. Beginning with that

fateful day, 15 April , 1989,

the film details the horror

of the tragedy and recounts

the 27-year campaign for

answers, fought right up to

last week’s inquest verdict.

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

NEWNEW!

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

6.00pm Countryfile  BBC1 This year’s 

Countryfile Farming Hero is announced.

6.00pm FILM Robin Hood: 
Prince Of Thieves channel5

Action adventure, starring  

Kevin Costner.

6.55pm The Chase Celebrity
Special ITV  Nicky Byrne, Amy Williams,

Natalie Cassidy and Dave take on The Chaser.

7.00pm Attenborough At 90 bbc1  

Kirsty Young talks to David about his life  

and career. 

7.00pm Wild Things sky1 See preview, left. 

7.00pm The Bachelor ITVbe  A bachelor 

tries to find a bride.

8.00pm British Academy
Television Awards 2016
See preview, left. 

8.00pm The Durrells ITV

See preview, left. 

8.00pm Paul Merton’s Secret Stations  

channel4 See preview, left.

8.00pm Duck Quacks Don’t Echo sky1 

See preview, left. 

9.00pm Hillsborough BBC2 
See preview, left. 

9.00pm Home Fires ITV See preview, left.

9.00pm Indian Summers channel4  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Greatest Ever 90s Movies 
channel5 A look at the famous films of the 

decade.  

9.00pm Marvel’s Agents Of 
SHIELD E4  Fitz and Simmons 

discover a way to foil Hive’s plans.

9.00pm The Real Housewives
Of Atlanta ITVbe  An insight into

the lives of the rich and fabulous

in the American city.

9.00pm Keeping Up With The 
Kardashians E! See preview, left. 

9.00pm Hawaii Five-O sky1 Jerry helps his 

sister with another important mission.

10.00pm NCIS: Los Angeles
 sky1  Callen and the team hunt for a possible 

North Korean spy.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



GameOf Thrones
Sky Atlantic, 9pm

This week’s episode is called
Oathbreaker, which sounds
ominous. But hey, this is GoT
– everything is ominous.
Anyway, Daenerys meets 
her future, apparently. Not
sure what that means. And
Bran meets the past. Not 
sure about that, either, 
frankly. But young King
Tommen confronts the
religious nut High Sparrow.
Which sounds totally
amazing and just what we’ve
been waiting for. Oh, and
Arya continues her training
(though to what purpose,
we’ve yet to work out), while
Ramsay gets a gift. That
sounds, well, ominous.

★★★★★BOYDHILTON

Marcella
ITV,9pm

We had our suspicions, but this episode is conclusive
proof that Marcella is willing to go darker than
a coal mine at midnight. The elusive killer abducts
a six year old girl, and despite the desperate eforts
of Marcella to save her, things do not go well. We can
already see the stunned and horrified expressions

on the Gogglebox gang’s faces. ★★★★JASONARNOPP

UpLateWithRylan
Five, 11pm

Amazing to think it’s
only been four years since 
Rylan Clark-Neal was  
just plain old Rylan Clark, 
the X Factor contestant 
who seemed to undergo  
a bizarre werewolf-like 
transformation in 
response to making Nicole 
Scherzinger’s final three. 
And it’s only been three 
years since he had a row in 
the Celebrity BB kitchen 
with deranged reality TV 
villains Heidi Montag and 
Spencer Pratt. Rylan was 
always lovable, but he’s 
surprised us by becoming 
a genuinely great and 
hilarious TV host on BB’s 
Bit On The Side. So here’s 
the logical next step: his 
very own show. Broadcast 
Monday-Thursday, shortly 
after being recorded in 
front of a live audience,  
it’s exactly the sort of thing 
we know Rylan will do 
brilliantly: loads of gossipy,
topical chat with guest 
stars. Plus bonus music. 
Needless to say, we are 
bang up for all of it. 

★★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

It’s good 
to talk

BANTY
MAN

“Hot, 

hot, hot!”
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NEW!

MondayTV
9 MAY



Upstart Crow
BBC2, 10pm

In this new Ben Elton
comedy, David Mitchell
plays the part of William
Shakespeare just as he
starts to make a name for
himself, while also trying
to be a husband and father.
This pretty funny opener
focuses on Will’s struggle
to find inspiration for
Romeo, while grappling
with an angry actor.

★★★★ BOYD HILTON
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Plebs
ITV2, 10pm

When Grumio injures
another slave in a fight
over a carrot, he’s forced
to replace him until he
recovers. Turns out this
new household is a more
traditional one than 
Grumio’s used to, so 
he has to work hard for
a change. Like a slave, in
fact. Meanwhile, Marcus
invites Delphine to move
in. ★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Very British 
Problems
Channel 4, 10pm

A second series of the 
talking-head show that 
looks at how Brits struggle 
with social awkwardness. 
The opening topic is 
“school” – from sex ed  
to PE – and among the 
contributors are James 
Corden, Jack Whitehall, 
David Tennant, Catherine 
Tate, and Danny Dyer. 

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Modern Family
Sky1, 8.30pm

A classic situation 
develops in this week’s
episode of the reliably 
hilarious US sitcom,  
as Luke and Manny are
left in charge of babysitting
Lily, so the rest of the 
family can go out and have
fun. Naturally, things turn
complicated when the fire
alarm goes of. Panic and
suspicion set in and Claire
starts to think the boys are
throwing a party. Is she
right to be paranoid?

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Veep
SkyAtlantic,11.10pm

In the brilliant political
comedy, Selina continues
to date millionaire banker
Charlie Baird, causing
a social media meltdown.
She then wreaks total 
havoc when she decides to
take control of the White
House’s Twitter account
and accidentally tweets
a private message. And
China gets the blame. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

FAM DRAMZ

“Just can’tget

the hang ofthis

table soccer“

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

11pm

7.00pm Invictus Games 2016 BBC1

Coverage from the armed forces multi-sport

event.

7.00pm Emmerdale ITV 

Holly tries to get the truth out of Belle.

7.30pm Coronation Street ITV

Phelan assures Jason that he can

always look to him for support.

Continues at 8.30pm.

8.00pm EastEnders BBC1

Buster tries a di�erent approach in his

anti-supermarket campaign.

8.00pm Choose The Right Puppy For 
You BBC2 A guide to getting a pooch.

8.00pm Eating Well With 
Hemsley channel 4 Eating good

things can be quite nice, actually.

8.30pm Modern Family sky 1

See preview, left.

9.00pm Peter Kay’s Comedy Shuffle
BBC1 PK’s greatest laugh-out-loud moments. 

9.00pm Attenborough’s Life That 
Glows BBC2 A fascinating trot around the 

world of bioluminescence. 

9.00pm Marcella itv  See preview, left. 

9.00pm What Britain Buys CHANNEL 4 

A guide to what we’ve been getting down the 

shops and why.

9.00pm Made In Chelsea e4 

Jamie hangs out with Jess.

9.00pm Game Of Thrones sky atlantic  

See preview, left.

9.30pm I Want My Wife Back BBC1 Murray 

plans to ask Bex to marry him again.

10.00pm Upstart Crow BBC2   

See preview, left.

10.00pm  Legends sky1 Martin

races against the clock as he

searches for Kate. 

10.00pm  Empire e4  Lucious holds

a fundraiser.

10.00pm  Plebs ITv2 See preview, left.

11.00pm Up Late With Rylan Channel 5

See preview, left.

11.10pm Veep sky atlantic  See preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

NEW MOVIE MONDAY
OUTTODAYONDVD/SkyStore

Room 
Brilliantly handled 
adaptation of the 
bestselling novel about  
a mother (Brie Larson) 
and her young son 
(Jacob Tremblay) held 
captive in a small room. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

The Hateful Eight
Quentin Tarantino’s 
stunning Western 
mystery is like Agatha 
Christie in the old West. 
And while it starts  
slow, by the second half 
it’s a total knockout. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

NEW!NEW!



A League of Their
Own Road Trip
Sky1, 9pm

Long-running comedy 

panel show A League Of 

Their Own is always huge 

fun, even if you’re not into 

sport, which is its ostensible 

subject matter. Now here’s  

a spin-of series in three 

gloriously funny parts,  

in which the core regulars, 

Jack Whitehall, Freddie 

Flintof and Jamie 

Redknapp, embark on  

a road trip from LA to Las 

Vegas, with occasional 

contributions from and 

tasks set by their host, 

James Corden. Over  

12 days and 3,000 miles,  

they face Corden’s 

challenges, some sporting 

(tenpin bowling , baseball), 

others random – like 

camping in the wilderness 

and paying tribute to 

Brokeback Mountain.  

The loser has to take part  

in a live Chippendales strip 

show in Vegas. It’s really 

enjoyable and you won’t 

want to miss the boys 

having a mud bath together. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON
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Eurovision  
Song Contest 2016
BBC4, 8pm

Mel Giedroyc and Scott

Mills are live from 

Stockholm in Sweden

for the first semi-final of

Eurovision. Eighteen acts

will take to the stage, but

only ten will make it to the

grand final next Saturday.

UK entry Joe and Jake will

pop up for a chat, and the

second semi is on Thursday.

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Fierce
ITV, 8pm

Steve Backshall continues

his – quite frankly, bonkers

– trip around the world

in search of dangerous

critters. Tonight, he’s in

Queensland, Australia,

where he hangs out with

the most venomous jellyfish

in the world, along with a

particularly nasty stingray.

Not content with those bad

boys, he then hunts  a deadly

snake. ★★★★ JULIE EMERY

Crash: Anatomy
Of An Accident
ITV, 9pm

One-of documentary

focusing on the stories

of victims of a road crash

involving 130 vehicles and

300 people in 2013. Dozens

of cars, lorries, vans and

motorbikes crashed into

one another in thick fog on

a 100ft high bridge linking

Sheppey Island in Kent

with the mainland.  

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

In The Club
BBC1, 9pm

Hermione Norris from

Spooks is great, so we’re

happy to see this episode

largely focuses on her

character, Roanna. Having

walked away from a great

career with ex-husband

Ray, she’s struggling to find

a job and her rented cottage

is falling apart. She’s forced

to turn to Ray for help. Does

she tell Simon? Spoiler: no.

★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

Penguins A&E With 
Lorraine Kelly
Channel 5, 9pm

The clue is in title: this  

is indeed a doc in which 

Lorraine journeys to Cape 

Town in South Africa, 

where a species of penguin 

live far away from their 

usual icy abodes. Lozza 

meets the team who help 

the endangered species  

at Africa’s busiest (only?) 

penguin emergency dept. 

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

NEW! NEW! NEW!

Sorry boys, 
I just  

couldn’t  
hold it in  

any more...

NEW!

Tuesday
10 MAY

TV
DON’T-
MISS  

TV
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LaterLive...With
Jools Holland
BBC2,10pm

Jools welcomes none other

than Sir Elton of John

tonight and he even lets

Elt play songs from his new

album, Wonderful Crazy

Night, on his piano.

Also appearing are Bloc

Party, with their intriguing

new sound, and Corrine

Bailey Rae, back with

a new album after six years.

★★★★★ JULIEEMERY

The Tunnel: 
Sabotage
Sky Atlantic, 9pm 

If you haven’t succumbed  

to the Sky box set of this 

crime drama and are 

watching weekly, you need 

to know that Rosa ofers 

Elise and Karl a mysterious 

clue when her father Sonny 

tries to speak to her at the 

hospital. A revelation about 

Karl’s past threatens to 

turn life upside down. 

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Penny Dreadful
Sky Atlantic, 10pm

The visually sumptuous,  

gripping horror continues 

its third season, as Lily 

(Billie Piper) and Dorian 

(Reeve Carney) come  

to the rescue of a young 

woman, while Sir Malcolm 

(Timothy Dalton) 

continues his journey with 

Kaetenay (Wes Studi). 

Meanwhile, evil forces 

track Vanessa (Eva Green). 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Did you enjoy your US Road Trip?
JAMIE REDKNAPP: It was 12 days in 

total. It was nice to spend some 

time together  nice weather,  

great things to do. It will be nice  

to keep the episodes forever, 

something to show my kids.

did anything go wrong?
JAMIE: Some of the things you 

expected to happen in some  

of the challenges didn’t. At  

the end there was a forfeit [to 

perform with the Chippendales], 

which none of us wanted to  

do, so whoever got the least 

amount had to do it.

JACK WHITEHALL: We genuinely 

didn’t want to do the forfeit,  

so were trying our hardest  

with the challenges. 

FREDDIE FLINTOFF: The camping 

was a good example  Jack  

was useless.

JACK: Put it this way  there was  

a wolf. I don’t think we will be 

going back there any time soon.

JAMIE: There were wolves?

JACK: Have you seen  

The Revenant? 

JAMIE: There were bears.

JACK: Packs of wolves.  

I was very brave.

What was the weirdest  
thinG you did?
JAMIE: We had to go to this place 

with the biggest burgers you’ve 

ever seen. Jack and I were worse 

for wear that day from partying 

the night before, and the last thing 

we wanted was a hamburger.  

But Freddie ate it like it was 

nothing, not even touching his 

sides. If you couldn’t finish the 

burger, you had to get spanked  

by a girl called Lola.

JACK: Who was in a nurse’s outfit…

What did you learn?
JACK: One time, we had to dance 

and we were all wearing leotards. 

JAMIE: It was like the 3D version  

of Cirque du Soleil.

JAMIE: We were dressed  like aliens.

FREDDIE: I don’t think anyone 

noticed we weren’t part of the  

act originally.

JACK: We learned that we are good 

dancers. If Sky wants the next 

series to be done in the medium  

of interpretive dance, we would 

be up for it.    

Were you recognised in the us?
JACK: Jamie wouldn’t be 

recognised if he was wearing  

a Redknapp T shirt. ■

TheLeague Of
TheirOwn gang

a quickie with...

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm Emmerdale ITV  Cain holds  

Rakesh hostage thinking he’s having an  

a�air with Belle.

7.30pm EastEnders bbc1  

Queen of the Vic, Peggy, is back in  

Albert Square.

8.00pm Holby City bbc1 Arthur and 

Morven celebrate their love on a day neither 

of them will forget.

8.00pm Bake Off : Crème De La Crème  
BBC2 Three teams return for the second 

semi-final.

8.00pm Fierce ITV See preview, left.

8.00pm Sun, Sea And Supersavers 
channel 4  Bargain hunters compete to get the 

best value holiday.

8.00pm The Eurovision Song Contest 
2016 bbc4 See preview, left.  

8.00pm The Flash sky1  Zoom arrives in 

Central City determined to take over.

9.00pm In The Club BBC1  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Old School With The 
Hairy Bikers bbc2 In the new 

series, Dave Myers and Si King 

launch an intergenerational 

experiment. Crikey. 

9.00pm Crash: Anatomy Of An 
Accident ITV  See preview, left.  

9.00pm How To Get A Council House 
channel4  A look at Hounslow social housing.

9.00pm Penguins A&E With Lorraine 
Kelly channel5 See preview, left. 

9.00pm A League Of Their Own Road 
Trip sky1  See preview, left.

9.00pm The Tunnel: Sabotage  
sky atlantic See preview, left. 

9.00pm Blindspot sky living  A tattoo leads 

the team to a shooting on a college campus.

10.00pm Later Live... With Jools 
Holland bbc2  See preview, left.

10.00pm Beaver Las Vegas 
Channel5 Unusual e�orts to 

prevent water shortages.

10.00pm Penny Dreadful sky atlantic  

See preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



Cunk On
Shakespeare
BBC2, 10pm

A treat for fans of the 

hilarious character from 

Charlie Brooker’s Weekly

Wipe, who here holds forth

about William Shakespeare

despite knowing absolutely

nothing about him. Cunk  

(Diane Morgan) visits his

birthplace, explores The 

Globe Theatre, handles 

priceless Bard-based 

artefacts and interviews six

diferent experts, including

renowned actor Simon 

Russell Beale. It promises  

to be the last word in 

Shakespeare documentaries  

 and surely the funniest.  

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Jane The Virgin
E4,7.30pm

Jane and Rafael are still at daggers drawn as they

prepare to celebrate Mateo’s first Christmas. In  

a major blow, Jane discovers the scholarship she 

thought she had been awarded doesn’t actually exist, 

and she must find a way to pay for graduate school. 

Meanwhile, Rogelio has employed an intern but  

is having trust issues with him. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

KillerWomen
With Piers Morgan
ITV, 9pm

Having Piers Morgan in  

a room with a convicted 

murderer has probably 

played out in the dreams  

of many, but the outcome 

of that meeting of minds  

in real life is very diferent 

to any fantasies the haters 

may have. Putting his 

controversial witterings  

to the side for just one 

moment, you can’t  

deny Piers is a decent 

interviewer. So, from  

the comfy sofa of Good 

Morning Britain to the 

women’s prisons of Texas 

and Florida Piers goes,  

in this fascinating 

two-parter about female 

killers. He meets a teen 

who was convicted for 

having her mum and 

brothers murdered in their 

family home, a woman who 

killed her daughter in a fit 

of rage and a femme fatale 

who shot her millionaire 

boyfriend. Harrowing 

viewing – and not just 

because Piers is on the 

telly. ★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

GREAT
TWO-

PARTER

Not-so-happy 

Christmas

Two terrible 

people
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Gomorrah 
Sky Atlantic, 9pm

If you like your dramas

subtitled, gritty, scary

and violent, this series

adapted from a book is

for you. It’s about the

goings on among small-

time Naples gangsters

and the delinquent youths

upon whom they prey.

This double bill is the start

of the second series and

it’s well worth checking

out. ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

The 100 & 
Supernatural
E4, 9pm &10pm

Clarke is on a mission that

might change everything

in The 100, and Murphy

gets an idea that could

prove key to ensuring his

survival, which is good,

because characters  

are dropping like flies.

In Supernatural, Sam and

Dean go on a road trip to

hunt down a creature.

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Arrow & Limitless
Sky1, 8pm & 9pm

In Sky’s sexy sci-fi fantasy

double bill about dudes 

with extraordinary 

powers, Oliver and Felicity 

look for a magical solution 

to defeat Darhk in Arrow. 

Then, in Limitless, Brian 

turns his genius mind to 

the murder of a developer 

at the tech think tank. He 

also tries to recruit a third 

bodyguard just for the hell 

of it. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Tonight At The 
London Palladium
ITV, 8pm

We preferred this when it

had a diferent guest host

each week, but nonetheless

here is regular Bradley

Walsh, who welcomes

singer-songwriter Jack

Savoretti, pop band The

Vamps, the cast of Disney’s

musical The Lion King

and STOMP. Plus, there’s

comedy from Al Murray,

and Beverley Knight singsa

song from The Bodyguard.

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Madam Secretary &Grey’sAnatomy
SkyLiving9pm&10pm

There’s a classic premise in this week’s Madam Sec,

as Elizabeth is given a 20-minute window to decide

whether a Libyan refugee is carrying valuable intel  

on the world’s most wanted terrorist. Then, in Grey’s,

the doctors face a grim challenge when a young boy 

arrives at the hospital after being accidentally shot.

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Chelsea
Netflix

Netflix is moving into the 

talk show business with 

the launch of this thrice-

weekly show from the 

great US funny woman 

Chelsea Handler. Chels 

has already made a series 

of fun docs for Netflix 

called Chelsea Does, but 

this show is a whole new 

kettle of fish, with celeb 

guests and everything. 

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

FAMILY FUN
“Grrrrrr!”

NEW!

NEW!

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm The One Show BBC1

Matt Baker and Alex Jones have

a natter on their sofa.

7.00pm Emmerdale ITV

Emma faces being caught out.

7.30pm Coronation Street itv

Kylie gives Sarah a piece of her mind.

7.30pm Jane The Virgin E4

See preview, left.

8.00pm Invictus Games 2016 BBC1

Coverage from Florida of the multi-sport

event.

8.00pm Tonight At The London
Palladium ITV See preview, left.

8.00pm The Supervet channel4

A Sta�y has knee problems.

8.00pm Arrow sky1 See

preview, left.

9.00pm Mary Beard’s Ultimate Rome
bbc2 Scholar Mary examines identity and

citizenship within the Roman Empire.

Fascinating.

9.00pm Killer Women With Piers
Morgan itv See preview, left.

9.00pm One Born Every
Minute channel4 A couple

receive some worrying news

about their unborn baby.

9.00pm Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It
Away Channel5 A tenant in rent arrears

barricades her front door.

9.00pm The 100 e4 See preview, left.

9.00pm Limitless SKY1 See preview, left.

9.00pm Madam Secretary SKY LIVING 

See preview, left.

9.00pm Gomorrah SKY atlantic 

See preview, left.

10.00pm Cunk On Shakespeare bbc2 

See preview, left.

10.00pm Never Seen A Doctor channel 4 

A woman hides her damaged teeth with gum.

10.00pm Supernatural e4   

See preview, left.

10.00pm Grey’s Anatomy SKY LIVING   

See preview, left. 

PEAK VIEWING

highlights



Houdini&Doyle
ITVEncore,9pm

This series has been a lot of mad fun, with poltergeists,

vampires and the like. But all mad, fun things must end,

so here’s the series closer. In Canada, Houdini (Michael

Weston) and Doyle (Stephen Mangan) meet a minister

who woke to find everyone in his village dead. Why has

only he survived? ★★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

Houdini escaped

again,Doyle?

Thurs
12 MAY

Billions
Sky Box Sets &  

Sky Atlantic, 9pm

Sky continues to go down 

the Netflix-style route  

of making some series 

available in their entirety  

as soon as they drop on  

Sky Atlantic. And here’s  

the latest – a highly 

acclaimed and smart 

12-part drama about Wall 

Street shenanigans starring 

the great Paul Giamatti  

as Chuck Rhoades, an ace 

lawyer who specialises   

in dealing with the rogue 

element within the financial 

sector. Damian Lewis plays 

ruthless hedge fund king 

Bobby “Axe” Axelrod, who 

has links to a case of insider 

trading brought to Chuck’s 

notice. Complicating 

matters superbly is Bobby’s

wife Wendy, who happens

to work for Axe’s company

and is his key confidante.

But a costly purchase  

by Axe gives Chuck  

the opening he needs.  

If you want to watch it in 

old-fashioned weekly serial

style, tune in tonight at 9pm.

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON
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Eurovision Song
Contest 2016: 
Semi-Final 2
BBC4, 8pm

Back to Stockholm, Sweden

where Mel Giedroyc and

Scott Mills will be on hand

to talk us through the

second semi-final of the

Eurovision Song Contest.

Nineteen more acts will

perform, and UK viewers

have the opportunity to

vote for their favourite

tonight. ★★★★ BOYDHILTON

The Good Wife
More4, 9pm

Alicia and Jason: it’s on. 

Like, weekend sex session 

on. We’re thrilled. But the 

idyll’s soon broken by the 

arrival of Alicia’s mad mum, 

Veronica, brother, Owen, 

and Eli. Yes, Eli. You’d think 

he’d have learnt not to get in 

the way of Alicia’s love life, 

but apparently the grand 

jury investigating Peter  

is  a tad more important. 

Hmmm. ★★★★ KAY RIBEIRO

Peaky Blinders
BBC2 9pm

The  bossy-boots Economic  

League order Tommy

to meet the rather volatile

(that’s putting it mildly)

Duke Leon in London.

And it’s not long before it

dawns on Tommy that he’s

no longer in control of, well, 

anything really. That might 

be due to a certain evil 

priest, played by the always 

brilliant Paddy Considine. 

★★★★★ JULIE EMERY

DON’T-
MISS  

TV

NEW!

BILLIONS: 
MEET THE 
CAST

TV

Paul Giamatti 
Plays: Chuck Rhoades,  

a brilliant attorney leading 

the fight against financial 

corruption, including Bobby...

Where you’ve seen him: 

Recently in Straight Outta 

Compton, San Andreas and 

even Downton Abbey.

Maggie Siff
Plays: Wendy Rhoades, who helped 

Bobby build his hedge fund and now 

works as the firm’s performance coach.

Where you’ve seen her: Tara in  

Sons Of Anarchy and Rachel, Don 

Draper’s mistress in Mad Men.

LAST EP!
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Scandal
SkyLiving,10pm

Inthepenultimateepisode,

OliviaandAbbyareforced

toputtheirdiferences

aside to avoid getting

trumped by Hollis Doyle,

as the nail biting race for

the presidency continues.

Plus, Edison realises he

might’ve gone too far when

he sees the extent Rowan

and Doyle will go to as they

pull the campaign strings.

★★★★KAYRIBEIRO

Grayson Perry:  
All Man
Channel 4, 10pm

In the second episode  

of  his fascinating look  

into masculinity, Grayson 

spends time with the 

Lancashire police as  

they wrestle with the 

problems on one of the  

most crime plagued estates 

in the county.  As well as 

mingling with police, he 

meets local gang members .  

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Silicon Valley
Sky Atlantic, 10.10pm

The new third season  

of Mike Judge’s excellent 

nerd fest of a comedy starts 

with Richard Hendricks 

going on the warpath, 

having been ousted as boss 

of his own tech start up 

company. But at least plenty 

of other cool software firms 

want to bring him on board, 

so he threatens to quit the 

company outright.  

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

NEW!

Malin 
Akerman 

Plays: Lara, Bobby’s 

ambitious wife. She’s  

a former nurse, who grew  

up in a blue-collar family.

Where you’ve seen her: 
Films like The Heartbreak Kid 

alongside Ben Stiller, plus 

Watchmen and 27 Dresses.

Damian Lewis 
Plays: Bobby “Axe” Axelrod, a self-made Wall 

Street billionaire who also survived 9/11.

Where you’ve seen him: Brody in 

Homeland and Henry VIII in Wolf Hall. 

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm Emmerdale itv The 

Dingles throw a party for Aaron.

7.30pm EastEnders bbc1 Peggy 

breaks the news about her cancer 

to Phil.

8.00pm Invictus Games 2016 BBC1  

More coverage from the Games in Florida.

8.00pm Kangaroo Dundee And Other 
Animals BBC2  The new animals are proving 

quite a handful.

8.00pm Kirstie And Phil’s Love It Or 
List It channel4  A Surrey couple are 

undecided about their riverside cottage.

8.00pm Eurovision Song Contest 
2016: Semi-Final 2 bbc4 See preview, left.

8.30pm Bargain Shop Wars itv 

The Pep&Co bosses launch an in-house 

competition. 

8.30pm The Big Bang 
Theory E4  A revelation from 

Sheldon shocks Amy.

9.00pm Gareth’s Invictus 
Choir  BBC1 Gaz tells the choir they’ll be 

writing the song. 

9.00pm Peaky Blinders  BBC2  

See preview, left.

9.00pm What Would Be Your 
Miracle? itv A five-year-old girl with 

cerebral palsy has surgery to help her stand. 

9.00pm Billions sky atlantic  

See preview, left.

9.00pm The Good Wife more4  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Houdini & Doyle itv encore    

See preview, left.

10.00pm Mock The Week BBC2 

Funny weekly news round-up with Ed Byrne, 

Milton Jones, Russell Kane and Zoe Lyons.

10.00pm Grayson Perry: All Man 
Channel 4 See preview, left.

10.00pm Celebrity Juice itv2 

More crazy capers hosted by 

Keith Lemon.

10.00pm Scandal SKy LIVING  

See preview, left.

10.10pm Silicon Valley SKy atlantic   

See preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



Mum

BBC2, 10pm

This new comedy from Stefan

Golaszewski, the writer of 

BBC 3 classic Him & Her,  

is a wonderful slow-burn 

of a family sitcom seen 

through the eyes of Cathy 

(Lesley Manville), following

a year in her life as she tries

to move on from the death of

her husband. The beautifully

observed and acted opener

features the family and

friends gathering for the

funeral as Cathy tries to

cope with lots of moronic

behaviour and the arrival

of her son’s new girlfriend,

whose tactless eforts at small

talk are absolutely hilarious.

★★★★★BOYDHILTON

Witless

BBC3,from6pm&BBC1,11.20pm

The fourth episode of this fun sitcom about two

flatmates in witness protection “drops” on BBC3 at 

6pm, and in it Patrick contacts Leanne out of the blue 

but Rhona is insistent that she cuts all ties with her 

former lover. And the third episode is shown on BBC1 

after The Graham Norton Show,  just to confuse you. 

★★★★BOYDHILTON

TheFive

Sky1,9pm

It’s the last two episodes

of Harlan Coben’s

twist-filled drama, and let’s 

just say now that the ending 

is one of the most emotional 

and satisfying conclusions 

to a crime story we’ve seen 

in absolutely ages. Before 

we get to that, Danny  

(OT Fagbenle) and Mark 

(Tom Cullen) decide to go 

maverick and work together 

without telling Danny’s cop 

colleagues, but just as they 

think they’re getting close 

to the truth about what 

happened to Jesse and why 

he disappeared all those 

years ago, Mark discovers 

some devastating news  

that makes him question 

everything about his family. 

Danny also has to deal with 

his dad Ray’s return, which 

almost ends in tragedy, and 

Ally (Hannah Arterton) 

enlists the help of Pru 

(Sarah Solemani) on her 

own mission to finally crack 

the case. It all builds up to 

what actually happened to 

Jesse, which we guarantee 

will knock you for six. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Do you  
know where  

jesse is?

REAL  
HIGH  
FIVE

LAST-EVER EP!
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The Blacklist
Sky Living, 9pm

As we get to the latter stages

of the third season of this

thriller, the stakes are

getting higher, especially

for the FBI task force. They

have to track down the

covert group responsible

for the recent attack, whose

agents operate via a global

satellite network. And

Red is busy with his own

issues when a past figure

reappears. ★★★ LIAMWRIGHT

The Windsors
Channel 4, 10pm

In the comedy soap opera

from the writers of Star

Stories, a stranger claims

that Prince Charles (Harry

Enfield) is his father. Wills

(Hugh Skinner) and Kate

(Louise Ford) shun their

royal life, moving to 

Rickmansworth, and Pippa

(Morgana Robinson) is

mi�ed with Prince Harry

(Richard Goulding). 

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

The Secret
ITV, 9pm

The grimly gripping story 

of real-life killer-dentist 

Colin Howell (James 

Nesbitt) continues, as  

he and Hazel Buchanan 

(Genevieve O’Reilly) 

persist with an a�air  

that ends badly for their 

partners. When Colin’s 

wife threatens to leave,  

he kills her and Hazel’s 

husband, making it look like 

suicide. ★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

Supergirl
Sky1, 8pm 

In the superhero drama

series that’s better than

the Batman V Superman

film, Kara travels to 

Superman’s Fortress of

Solitude intent on learning

how to defeat Indigo,  

a killer being who can 

transport via the internet

and who is strongly linked

to Kara’s tragic past.  

Also, James and Lucy’s

relationship reaches  

a turning point. 

★★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Hoff The Record
Dave,10pm

The weird but fun semi-

improvised reality satire

continues with Max 

(Fergus Craig) checking

The Ho� into a psychiatric

institution to rehabilitate

his image and make  

some money by selling 

confessional videos.  

But the plan backfires when

Ho� falls under the spell of

a patient (Alex McQueen).

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

SUPER STUFF

What’sthat

flying in?Not

Superman

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm Emmerdale itv The villagers say 

their goodbyes to Edna Birch.

7.30pm Coronation Street ITV Nick 

announces the stag do is cancelled and the 

wedding’s o�. Continues at 8.30pm.

8.00pm EastEnders BBC1

Sharon tells Phil he should 

encourage Peggy to fight.

8.00pm Barging Around
Britain With John Sergeant itv He’s

on the Sta�ordshire & Worcestershire canal.

8.00pm George Clark’s Amazing 
Garden Rooms  channel 4 Behold the bold 

gentrification of the shed. It was only a matter 

of time. 

8.00pm Revealed – The 
Truth About The Holy
Grail  channel5 The news we’ve

all been waiting for. 

8.00pm Supergirl Sky1 Seepreview,left.

9.00pm Rick Stein’s Long Weekends
bbc2 Rick checks out the cuisine in Vienna.

9.00pm The Secret  itv  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Gogglebox Channel4  

Opinions from the sofa. 

9.00pm Ben Fogle: The Great African 
Migration Channel5  

The wildebeest are back in Tanzania. Whoop.

9.00pm The Five SKY1 See preview, left.

9.00pm The Blacklist SKY LIVING  

See preview, left.

9.30pm Have I Got News For You bbc1  

Hosted by Frankie Boyle.

10.00pm Mum  bbc2  See preview, left. 

10.00pm The Windsors  channel4 

See preview, left.

10.00pm Hoff The Record  
DAVE See preview, left.

10.10pm Amy Schumer: Live 
At The Apollo sky atlantic

The funniest person on TV does

some stand-up. It’s a hoot.

10.35pm The Graham Norton
Show bbc1 With Jennifer Lawrence,

James McAvoy and Will.i.am.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

True Story
Sky on Demand/ 

Sky Movies Premiere

Fascinating true story  

of how a disgraced 

journalist (Jonah Hill) 

discovers that an accused 

killer (James Franco ) 

has assumed his identity. 

★★★ BOYD HILTON

Hot Pursuit
Sky on Demand/ 

Sky Movies Premiere

A female-skewed 

Midnight Run-style 

caper, with cop Reese 

Witherspoon escorting 

mob widow Sofia Vergara 

to Dallas. ★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIES



HOLLY WILLOUGHBY

Go on a night out with Keith Lemon  

or Frank Lampard, Bradley Walsh and  

the rest of the Play To The Whistle gang?

A night out with the Play To The Whistle lot at Keith 

Lemon’s bar, in his house. I’ve had a lot of nights out 

with Keith, and I know where those nights lead…

Have to watch sport every day, even the boring 

stuff, or have your entire life narrated by  

a commentator following you around?

When you’re watching sport, you can tune  

out. If you’re going to the loo and somebody’s 

commentating… I’m not sure anybody needs that.

Appear in your pyjamas on the red carpet  

or only have two hours’ sleep?

There is no way I could function on two hours’ sleep  

a night. Sleep is my favourite thing in the world. 

Frank Lampard or Bradley Walsh?

That’s like choosing between your children. I love 

both of those boys equally for very different reasons. 

Fradley, we should call them. Or Brank.

Not brush your teeth or not brush your hair?

Not brush my hair. I mean you can get away with  

not brushing your hair easily, but there’s nothing  

you can do about manky teeth and bad breath.

Get a national holiday created on your birthday 

or have your face on all the coins?

I think have a national holiday on my birthday 

because it’s your birthday, and everybody would  

just be like, “Yay, it’s your birthday!”

Change the past or see into the future? 

Neither. I don’t want to see into the future. I don’t 

want to know. I’m quite happy with things as they  

are. I think the things that happen in the past happen 

for a reason. If you changed it, you may not learn  

that lesson, so you might not grow from it.

Come back as a cat or a dog?

As a cat. I have a cat and she has the  

best life in the world. 

Burp every time you saw someone you fancied 

or hiccup for the duration of a relationship?

I think I’d rather burp every time I saw someone  

I fancied. Dan [Baldwin, her husband] and

I have been together for ten years next

year, and if I’d been hiccupping for ten

years, I couldn’t cope with that. Also ,

you can burp quietly and not be seen,

whereas when you hiccup it’s really loud.

Would
you

rather...
T H E  T V  P R E S E N T E R 
A N S W E R S  L I F E ’ S 
T R I C K I E S T  Q U E S T I O N S

Holly’s fave 

thing? Sleep
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Holly hosts  
Play To The Whistle , 

Saturday, ITV  
at 9.15pm
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So...? Eau de toilettes & body fragrances available in Boots, Superdrug & all major supermarkets

@SoWithAttitudewww.sowithattitude.com




